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Introduction : the need to assess the impact of
the European Heritage Days
In 1999, eight years after their launch, the

EHD

have become the main European

cultural event, the fruit of exceptional efforts on the part of government institutions,
NGOs, associations and volunteers in all 47 countries falling under the European
Cultural Agreement to mobilize public interest*.

On top of these figures,which reflect the burgeoning success of E H D , the event has certainly also ushered in a new
way of fostering closer links between the public and their
heritage. Moreover, they have illustrated that the conservation and promotion of heritage is no longer merely the
province of specialists, but rather a shared responsability.
As the years have gone by, E H D have moved far beyond the
initial principle of opening up monuments and heritage
sites and have developed into a far broader cultural activity.
For instance, they have provided an effective response to the
legitimate call for access to a collective heritage and to aspirations to forge an identity linked to that heritage –firstly on
a local or regional basis, and subsequently at European
level– and to make a significant contribution towards
changing the way people think about safeguarding their
heritage. Having started out in the early 1980s as events
documenting a fast-growing trend, both chronologically and
typologically speaking, regarding what heritage is all about,
E H D have gradually progressed to become one of the factors

that actually support this trend, for each year they attract
attention to threatened or underrated cultural assets.
Today, in these pivotal times, the E H D are having to face up
to several major challenges. First of all there is the challenge
of looking beyond the E H D as merely an event. Then there is
the second challenge, posed by the need to accentuate the
European dimension of the E H D , flying in the face of both
the dilution of cultural identities in the context of globalization, and of the increasingly virulent danger of people
losing their sense of cultural identity.
What steps have been taken to attain these objectives?
Precisely what meaning should be given to the concept of a
European identity, and how can such an identity be brought
across to people in practice? What kind of people take part
in the E H D and what are their expectations? What impact do
the E H D have on heritage conservation policies? In short,
looking back over the first 10 years,what is our qualitative
assessment of the E H D on both the national and European
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levels? And lastly, how do we see this major cultural event
developing in the future?
These are some of the lines of questioning which the
Council of Europe, the King Baudouin Foundation and the
three official Regions of Belgium sought to follow, in some
depth, at the first international colloquy entirely devoted to
the E H D .The colloquy was organized in conjunction with
the Heritage and Architecture Department of the French
Ministry of Culture and the Open Monumentendag
Foundation in the Netherlands, and took place in Brussels
on 22-24 April 1999. In all, some 250, conservation professionals and heritage promotion experts attended the colloquy, from 42 European and non-European countries. At the
colloquy, the preliminary findings of the first international
survey on the E H D commissioned by the Council of Europe,
with the active collaboration of the King Baudouin
Foundation and the French Ministry of Culture and
Communication, were presented.
This publication comprises a summary report and critique of
the presentations,exchanges and discussions that took place
over the three days of the meeting. The cross-disciplinary picture that emerges essentially highlights three major aspects :
the concepts for which the EHD have served as a vehicle,
more specifically the notions of heritage and European identity; the E H D ’ impact on society, highlighting the political,
economic and social aspects of such an awareness-raising
operation; and finally the future of the E H D .To prevent them
from running out of steam, the E H D must remain innovative
and try to meet visitors' needs as best they can, either by
drawing inspiration from other actions of a similar type in
Europe and elsewhere or by consolidating the links forged
with the numerous partners within the network.

Above all, this summary report is intended to be constructive. By making some specific suggestions in its conclusion
it sets out to encourage and develop initiatives by national
coordinators and the large number of volunteers playing an
active role in the field.Moreover, we would like to take this
opportunity to pay tribute to all these people and to thank
them for their enthusiasm. Our thanks also go to the
speakers at the colloquy whose presentations and analyses
considerably enriched the lines of thinking and discussion
about the European Heritage Days.
K I N G B AU D O U I N F O U N DAT I O N
August 1999

* Council of Europe Convention (Paris, 1954). The States bound by this convention
declare their willingness to adapt a common policy in order to safeguard European
culture and to encourage its development.
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Zoom

Historical perspective
In 1984 France launched its first “Journée Portes ouvertes des

concrete form when the “European Heritage Days Awards” were intro-

Monuments historiques” (Historic Monuments Open Day). That event

duced. Six annual grants worth a maximum of 6,000 euros each are

was based on an original, effective principle, which has remained

given to enable the realization of projects requiring international or

unaltered ever since, namely, the opening up to visitors free of charge

cross-border collaboration. 1999, at last, saw the adoption of a com-

of monuments and heritage sites that are normally difficult to access.

mon theme : “Europe, a common heritage” – reflecting the campaign

The following year, at the second European conference of ministers

of the same name launched by the Council of Europe. The aim behind

responsible for cultural heritage, held in Granada, French minister,

the adoption of such a theme was to portray the European nature of

Jack Lang, suggested to the Council of Europe that the idea be imple-

heritage to the citizens of the countries involved.

mented at a European level. Accordingly, several countries, like the

The European Union has duly awarded subsidies to the EHD since 1991

Netherlands, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Malta, Belgium, the

as part of its efforts to enhance the conservation and promotion of

United Kingdom (Scotland) and Sweden staged events inspired by the

European cultural heritage.

French Open Day.
After the conference in Granada, the Council of Europe considered the
establishment of a European event devoted to heritage. In particular
the event entailed identifying a certain number of principles that would
be likely to bolster the coherence and international dimension of the
existing initiatives. In 1991 this process ended in the official launch of
the “European Heritage Days” (EHD).
Ever since, the Council of Europe has mandated a Coordination Office
for a limited period to take care of the technical and practical aspects
of organizing EHD. From 1991 to 1993 this mission was fulfilled by the
Stichting Open Monumentendag (Open Monument Day Foundation) in
the Netherlands. In 1994, it was Belgium’s King Baudouin Foundation
that was placed in charge.
Since the heritage days were launched at a European level, they have
seen their importance grow each year, both in terms of the number of
participating countries (which has increased from 11 in 1991 to 44
in 1998) and in terms of their public success (more than 19 million
visits registered to the 28,000 monuments and sites opened up in
1998).
What is more, in 1994 the European dimension of the EHD took a more
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The E H D : a reflection of cultural diversity in Europe?
Before considering the real consequences for society of the European Heritage Days event, the speakers
examined the scope of some of the key concepts that guide European cultural heritage activities. The
very concepts of “heritage” and “identity” are a constant source of reference for those who have been
entrusted with the safeguarding and the promotion of the legacy of the past. Over-employed and overhyped by the media, however, these two concepts risk losing much of their depth of meaning and becoming ubiquitous. They are bound by complex ties, but their unavoidable human dimension is constantly
threatened by the identity issue. Moreover, with the trailing adjective “European” they attempt to reflect
this shared sense of belonging that underpins the process of European integration that is promoted by
the European Council and the European Union.

EXTENDING T HE SCOPE OF HERITA G E

Cultural heritage, as RAY M O N D WE B E R reminded us at the
opening of the colloquium, is a concept that has undergone
deep-rooted change : in just a few years we have made the
transition from “historic monuments” to “collections and
sites”, thence to “architectural heritage”, and finally to “cultural heritage”.This semantic shift reflects the continual
extension of the scope of heritage : initially centred on prestigious monuments of national history, such as castles and
cathedrals, it is expanded to embrace not only historical
towns and vernacular architecture, but also vestiges of our
industrial and technological past as well as certain intangible
aspects of our culture such as tradition and folklore. YA N N I S
T S I O M I S noted that by taking a more anthropological
approach to heritage we can in many cases today move

beyond the traditional, physical view of heritage and talk of
“cultural spaces”. According to the UNESCO definition,
these are the central areas of popular and traditional cultural
activities as well as a space in time generally characterized
by a certain periodicity (cyclical, seasonal,calendar, etc.) or
by an event. This place in time and space owes its existence
to the cultural events that traditionally take place there
(UNESCO statement on masterpieces of oral and intangible
heritage of humanity).
Recently there have been moves to extend the notion of
heritage to the landscape as a whole, looking beyond the
separation of culture and nature by bringing the management of cultural heritage and general environmental management as close together as possible. In this regard, the example
quoted by DAV I D LOW E N T H A L of Vallombrosa abbey, near
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Florence, is particularly significant.This prestigious place of
worship where Milton wrote his most famous poems has
today become a reference site in the world of forestry.
Its heritage dimension is thus fed by religious, literary, artistic
and environmental values. Leaving aside its specifically cultural aspect, the concept of heritage today has other important
dimensions : a political dimension, tied in with the notion of
a greater Europe and based not just on geography but also on
shared values; an economic dimension because of its interrelationship with the market, regional economic development, cultural tourism and the creation of new jobs; a social
dimension insofar as it is a factor enhancing know-how and
social reinsertion; and an identity dimension, an anchoring
point to the actual geographical territory for nations, regions
and minorities. As A R AC E L I P E R E DA pointed out, the concept
is thus expanding in conjunction with a growing awareness
since the 1960s of the importance of safeguarding our
heritage to ensure the quality of life of the citizens.
W H AT ARE THE VALUES FOR HERITA G E ?

The concept of cultural heritage, as stressed by DAG
MY K L E B U S T , is the function of a process of perception and
interpretation based on the knowledge and experience of
each individual. Any object manufactured by man is liable to
become a cultural relic that is protected for its innate values,
but it will not enter our cultural heritage until it is recognized as such. The scope of the concept of cultural heritage
consequently depends on the recognition of a certain number of the inherent values of the objects in question. One of
the most complex issues that heritage professionals have to
explain to the general public is that there is a hierarchy of
values with a corresponding set of tailored administrative
instruments : thus, heritage considered to be of national

value is protected by national legislation whereas some
countries apply protective measures at the regional level.
Just as often, one will encounter heritage protection
provisions in the town and country planning regulations
managed by municipal authorities.
M U LTIPLE IDENTITY AND CULTURAL HERITA G E :
A COM PLEX INTERACT ION

DAG M Y K L E B U S T went on to say that the second concept
which often arises in this area is that of identity.This is certainly not a simple concept and must above all not be considered solely at the –simplistic and dangerous– dimension
of national identity. To take that path can easily lead to excessive introspection and the kind of ethnic tension and conflict that unfortunately still exists today.
The fact is that as human beings we all carry a number of
identities around with us which can be interpreted as the
feeling of belonging to a group or as a series of commitments
towards certain ideals.These identities express themselves in
certain situations. Firstly, we identify ourselves as parts of a
family unit on the basis of a set of more or less close relationships. Next we are members of a neighbourhood, a party, a
professional association or some other body. These are the
most commonly recognized identities we consider ourselves
as having. National identity, in Europe, fortunately only
comes into play on rare occasions, and mostly in the
sporting arenas when we are backing our favourite team or
in a country as strongly centralised politically as France.
A survey on the E H D , performed by IPSOS Opinion upon
the request of the French Ministry of Culture in 1997,
indicated that for most of the French people, heritage
is strongly linked with family and national values,as
M I C H E L C L É M E N T pointed out.
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We often justify the need to safeguard our cultural heritage
because we view this as a pillar of our own identity. It provides us with a frame of reference, underlining our feeling
of belonging to a community. However, in the view of DAG
M Y K L E B U S T the undeniable identity value of heritage must
not be stressed to such an extent that it hides all other
identity values which are just as important, such as age,
history, instruction,art,symbolism, usage and even commercial values.
What is more, the identity value of heritage is highly dependent on the perspective in which it is viewed. If we consider
the example of traditional Norwegian dress, the Norwegians
themselves will easily be able to identify an article of traditional dress from the Hallingdal region. For a foreigner, on
the other hand, it will be nothing more than a local interpretation of the Empire style of dress that was in vogue
during the Napoleonic era.
It is this relativity and the highly polysemic nature of the
notion of heritage that makes its interaction with identity an
exercise that is both rich from the philosophical point of
view and delicate given the many different readings and
interpretations that are possible.
THE EMERGENCE OF A EUROPEAN CONSCIOUSNESS

In his introduction, R AY M O N D W E B E R also stressed the fact
that these days the notion of national heritage is gradually
being replaced by the concepts of regional heritage on the
one hand and European heritage on the other. A more
limited dimension with a high social content thus coexists
alongside a broader, continental dimension, which
nevertheless suffers from a lack of definition.What do
we understand by “European” identity and heritage?
According to DAV I D L OW E N T H A L , the idea of a European

entity, rooted in Greek mythology, has developed over more
than 2,000 years. The first sign of this identity came in
terms of opposition to the outside world, less in terms of
territory and more in terms of culture and religion.Since
the Middle Ages, in fact, while Christianity became the key
characteristic defining what was considered to be European,
it did so chiefly because it opposed Islam, which at the time
represented a constant threat for the West.Then,from the
15th century onwards international trade, the conquest of
new continents, migration and the spread of language all
helped to export the European model of civilization and
to establish a multitude of links between Europe and the
outside world, while at the same time enhancing the
awareness of difference. The European culture and institutions were thus at the centre of an extraordinary process of
globalization that provided a model for adoption “from
Vancouver to Vladivostock”.
However, DAV I D L OW E N T H A L points out that the feeling of
belonging to a European entity had long been the exclusive
realm of a small minority of political leaders, churchmen,
financiers, scientists and artists. At this time Europe was marked by three characteristics : the constancy and spread of
Christianity, the birth of a trading economy and the development of the arts, most notably architecture, sculpture, painting, literature and music. However, we have to wait until
the end of the 17th century before a broader European
consciousness starts to emerge. Paradoxically, it was the
nationalist spirit engendered by the philosophy of Herder
and the conquests of Napoleon that helped to develop this
new transnational feeling. Defenders of lifestyle, language
and vernacular culture in Germany, Scandinavia and the
Slavic countries discovered that they had many things in
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common.Finally, the development of the first national heritage protection programmes served as a springboard for the
development of a wider view of identity related to social
and political progress being made in Europe.
The specific history of Europe has helped to build a set of
deeply rooted and often contradictory values.Thus it was
that,having given birth to the concept of democracy, Europe
also witnessed the development of fascism and Nazism.The
sense of community, which was officially established some
50 years ago, today appears to have the upper hand over a
number of factors of divergence such as linguistic diversity,
financial,demographic and geographic disparities, the gap
that exists between administrative Europe and the Europe of
the citizens, etc.
In this context, the notion of cultural heritage –this sense of
a historical past that is integrated with the present and
conserved, used and exhibited on behalf of the collective
ego– is a purely European invention.This living, breathing
symbiosis with monuments and other elements of our
man-made environment, plus written history that transcends
national frontiers, can make a huge contribution to the
consolidation of the European identity, especially if we agree
to look beyond local, regional and even ethnic acceptance of
this heritage. Like R AY M O N D W E B E R , we can define
European heritage as a body of works, a shared heritage and
the search for cohesion. Its European dimension is to be
found not so much in its content –as broad as it is problematic– but in an approach, an attitude, a need to present a
heritage or a special form of transmitting and representing
the past and the collective memory. It is the way in which
we present the discourse that accompanies our heritage that
testifies to its specific European quality. As Jean-Marie
Domenach says in Europe, le défi culturel : “Culture resides not so

much in our heritage as in the way that we choose to promote it; this approach assumes that we have a plan, and this
in turn assumes that we have the desire”.
As we attempt to draw conclusions, it is essential that we try
to define a little more accurately what we understand by
these concepts which, as YA N N I S T S I O M I S pointed out, have
often suffered in the past from being used totally non-critically by supporters of a strictly regionalist or nationalist
approach to cultural identity on the one hand, and by those
who prefer to sacrifice these dimensions on an oecumenical
European altar and who would rather paper over any differences and iron out any peculiarities.
In this context, DAV I D L OW E N T H A L S comment said about
the European identity being “an emerging concept” is the
crux of the matter. At their own level, the E H D directly
contribute to this new enterprise of defining an identity by
helping to extend and refresh the notion of heritage.
So what message for identity emerges from this series of
events, looking beyond the differences in content, organization and application on the ground?
DAG MY K L E B U S T maintains that, as things stand, and despite
the Council of Europe’s insistence on the “European dimension” of the E H D , what really encourages 19 million people
to visit their heritage sites one weekend in September is not
this still quite abstract dimension, but rather the fact that this
is still a local, regional or, in some cases, national event.The
European spirit of initiative results from the feeling that one
is taking part, along with millions of other people in
Europe, in an exercise of discovery of one’s local heritage,
something to which people attach a certain importance and
which is liable to strengthen the individual’s awareness of
his identity through the perception of a set of values. It is in
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this way that the E H D help promote a vision of European
cultural diversity by adopting a single approach. However,
this also implies being open to the rest of the world and
invites us to turn our backs on a Eurocentrist view. We must
avoid another “Festung Europa”,unlike other continents
which have incidentally also contributed to the wealth of
European heritage.

Zoom

Defusing the egocentric identity : E H D in Nort h e rn Ire l a n d
In a society such as that of Northern Ireland which is scarred by reli-

trate the multicultural nature of Northern Irish society : for example,

gious conflict, any initiative that seeks to raise the identity issue

a Catholic church in Armagh dedicated to Saint Patrick, is open at the

quickly becomes something of a Chinese puzzle, and all the more so

same time as a Protestant church in Fermanagh dedicated to the same

when the thorny issue of the multicultural dimension of heritage is

saint. However, the event also invites people to visit Quaker meeting

tackled. The organization of an

houses and Presbyterian and Moravian churches. Other monuments

EHD

event is thus an especially risky

business. To avoid offending sensibilities and to avert any misunder-

bring back painful memories, like the workhouse in Derry, or are

standing, each detail of the organization must either be kept as neu-

related to extreme Protestantism, like the Apprentice Memorial Hall in

tral as possible or must use symbols with which everyone can identi-

the same town.

fy. P R I M R O S E W I L S O N explained how problems can arise from the very

By encouraging visitors to safely discover the monuments belonging to

outset, when choosing the flags, emblems and colours for the event.

other communities and by placing a strong emphasis on educational

Progress can be painfully slow when, to use the colours orange and

initiatives in schools, the Northern Ireland EHD help, in the space of a

green –associated with loyalism and nationalism in Ulster– you have

weekend, to defuse the passions aroused by identity and present the

to rechristen them “terracotta” and “mustard”, and when even the heritage as a vector of otherness and tolerance.
Council of Europe flag could be mistaken by some as an emblem of
the IRA. The choice of buildings also has to reflect the need to illus-
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Follow-up of the events : the E H D and their continuation
From their humble origins as a initiative to heighten heritage awareness, the

EHD

have now

become a genuine social phenomenon. Yet what is the true extent of the general public’s involvement, and what are people’s views about this event? What is the role of the public authorities in
organizing and promoting the days? What structure does the European dimension of the
Beyond their existence as events, do the

EHD

EHD

take?

have any lasting knock-on effects on the cultural

habits of Europeans and on policies for safeguarding and improving heritage?

The E H D attract audiences of all ages. However, according to
Quantitative estimates made in the various countries
the results of the survey presented by FA B R I C E D E KE R C H OV E,
involved have shown an annual increase in attendance of
it would appear that the age category with the highest repbetween 10 to 15%. However, little information has been
resentation is the 45-55 group. In contrast, the age group
available at the European level about the make-up of this
with the lowest participation is that of teenagers and young
audience, its degree of involvement in the event, and its
adults aged 15 to 25. This group shows more interest in the
visiting habits. This information gap made it difficult to
E H D in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe than in
pinpoint any difficulties in the operation and perception
the West. In countries that have evaluated the socio-profesof the E H D or to devise tailor-made solutions allowing the
sional categories to which visitors belong, it would seem
constructive development of activities in the future.
that audiences generally come from middle-ranking social
categories and are educated to a fairly high level. Teachers
Thanks to some of the answers provided by the colloquy and are the most highly represented profession, along with colto the provisional findings from the first international survey lege lecturers and heritage professionals, particularly in the
on the E H D , as conducted by the Council of Europe with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. This information
assistance of the King Baudouin Foundation and the French
has been consolidated overall by the results of a survey carMinistry of Culture and Communication, we have today a
ried out in France in 1997 and commissioned by the
clearer image of the profile displayed by these visitors who,
French Ministry of Culture. It was commented on at the
in their millions, spill out across their region in search ,c o n- colloquy by M I C H E L CL É M E N T .
sciously or otherwise, of vestiges of their own history.
Generally, the growth of the E H D demonstrates that the
THE EHD AUDIENCE : FROM CURIOSITY TO INVOLV E M E N T
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steady increase in attendance at sites and activities goes
hand in hand with an increasingly diverse audience, in
both social and cultural terms.

heritage analysis by pupils and answer their questions on
this topic. Language is vital for gathering information and
communicating research findings. However, subjects
whose approach can be more difficult at times, such as
| Scho ols |
mathematics, can also promote children’s understanding of
The E H D have also showed to be an effective means of
an architectural phenomenon. For example, they can be
increasing awareness in schools, as confirmed by
taken to a building and asked to identify shapes, proporA N NAC H I A R A C E R R I on the basis of the study. Schools
tions and symmetry, to understand how repeated motifs are
involvement covers both the arrangement of class visits as
used, and quantify the characteristics of rooms or specific
well as the organization of heritage-related activities
areas of the structure in order to grasp the importance of
througout the year. Schools are also mobilized through par- the various spaces; it is possible to “familiarize” them with
ticipation in numerous competitions and special operations the building in question by harnessing their basic knowdesigned to establish a living, play-based relationship
ledge of mathematics. Similarly, suggesting to children that
between young people and heritage.
they interpret a building as a set of answers to human needs
In this respect, T I M CO P E L A ND’s account was particularly
–such as shelter, comfort,eating, beauty and love– and comilluminating : starting out from the observation that
pare the different ways in which the same needs are met in
building heritage forms a vital component of the world in
various countries around Europe and the world, may
which children –and adults– live, he sees it as vital for
increase their awareness of differences, but will above all
them to understand why the buildings were actually built,
make them more aware of the common traits shared by difhow they appeared in the past, and why they have evolved. ferent peoples, as expressed through architectural heritage.
This should be done while avoiding any overly technical
| Audience attitudes |
or contemplative approach. In this respect, the E H D , by
welcoming children to visit a number of buildings, can
Returning to the survey’s findings, which here again
enlighten them about the specific characteristics of this
closely reflect those from the IPSOS Opinion survey
heritage and the various ways of interpreting them.
mentioned earlier, audiences in the first instance perceive
heritage’s “local” values by preferring to visit the monu| Heritage as a teaching aid |
ments and sites closest to where they live, or indeed those
According to T I M C O P E L A ND, heritage also offers a perfect
in a neighbouring town or, in more exceptional cases,
teaching aid for making certain aspects of the school curthose in a different region. Only in small countries –such
riculum more lively and understandable. In turn,these
as Andorra, Monaco and Luxembourg– or in frontier
aspects are shown to be invaluable when it comes to learregions is there any significant participation in the E H D of
ning about the different values that relate to this heritage.
a neighbouring country.
History and geography, of course, are harnessed to enhance Ultimately, as a happy mix of cultural discovery and the
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conviviality of a weekend leisure pursuit, the EHD chiefly
attract visitors who travel in family groups or in groups of
friends rather than by themselves or as part of organized
tours.

audience numbers noticeably result in a greater risk of
damage, deliberate or otherwise, caused by the influx of
visitors to what are generally ill-suited venues. Secondly, in
contrast to what is viewed as positive point, it would seem
that the importance attributed to organized activities is per| A broadly positiv e per ception… |
ceived by some as likely to detract attention from the monThe general public’s perceptions of heritage days are very
ument itself and its intrinsic values. Depending on the
positive. This appreciation, according to the paper by
country, there is also criticism of the lack of funding (that
F A B R I C E D E K E R C H OV E , is manifested chiefly in the growing would enable the organizational quality of the event to be
demand for guided tours and more detailed information
enhanced and its impact consolidated), insufficient inforabout monuments and their restoration, as well as interest in mation, the fact that E H D do not last longer, or difficult
meeting heritage professionals and discovering traditional
access to events in some cases for the young and/or less
skills as well as construction and restoration techniques.
able-bodied.
Audiences want to learn, but they also want to have fun.
They are proving to be increasingly keen on activities that
THE E HD ORGANIZERS : A NECESSARY COLLABORATION
involve making the most of monuments and sites, whether
BETWEEN PUBLI C AUTHORITIES AND PRIVATE SECTOR
through the organization of theatre productions,dance
While they were often originally the result of private initiashows,concerts,illuminations or more festive or play-orien- tive –since only private initiative offers all the guarantees of
tated activities.To a lesser degree, access to neglected or
flexibility and effectiveness crucial to the pilot phase of
unknown aspects of heritage, in the same way as compaimplementation– once the E H D became successful, as E M I L
VA N B R E D E RO D E noted, very quickly attracted the authorities
risons between periods and a broadening of the notion of
heritage, are also aspects of the appreciation that audiences
responsible for safeguarding our heritage. Sensibly exploidisplay about the E H D .
ting the huge image potential of the E H D , the authorities
Lastly, free access to monuments and the distribution
have invested more and more heavily in their organization,
of information brochures and leaflets undoubtedly
to the point where they are the main bodies in charge in
contribute to the success of the E H D . In some countries as most countries today. This mounting “institutionalization”of
well, the European dimension of the event is perceived
the E H D is also being accompanied, according to the initial
as a form of legitimizing action undertaken at the national findings of the report presented by VA L É R I E RO C H E , by a
or the local level.
steady increase in staff numbers and budgets earmarked to
these events.
| … and some negative point s |
Nevertheless, the role of private associations and foundations
Some of the negative points cited by participating countries remains pivotal. The numerous volunteers working in this
stem from the very success of the event.Thus, bigger
sector act as key partners for the public authorities during
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the organization of the E H D and provide relay and vital
presence on the ground.

monuments and sites and increase its knowledge of them.
At the same time, they are helping to catalogue this heritage.
The extent to which experience varies on local committees
| The role of local committees in the Netherlands and Flanders |
often plays a driving role in this process of discovery and reAccording to E M I L VA N B R E D E RO D E , the tremendous success assessment, even to a point that goes beyond the E H D in the
enjoyed by the E H D in the Netherlands –over 15% of the
strictest sense.
population is reported to have attended on one or more
Furthermore, the survey highlighted the importance of the
occasions– can be chiefly attributed that the role played by diversity of partnerships at the local level. A committee
the local committees. They are the ones that take responsiought to bring together actors with a wide variety of skills
bility for the programme by selecting the monuments to be who can add to the heritage protection debate – non-exisopened to the public as well as the activities to be orgatent in some cases owing to members’ lack of experience.
nized to mark the occasion.They can also decide to pursue Three types of key actors were identified.Firstly there are
the theme established nationally or adopt a specific one of
the members of socio-cultural organizations or other cultutheir own. Each committee’s numerous other tasks include ral bodies who contribute on a wholly voluntary basis to the
attending to contacts with the owners of monuments,
staging of EHD-related events.Then there are the members
recruiting volunteers,producing leaflets and brochures,
of local history clubs or tourist associations who are cultivaarranging exhibitions and dealing with broadcasting and
ting their interest in the region’s history, folklore and archicommunication.The example of the Netherlands therefore
tectural heritage. Thirdly there is the small category of peoshows the effectiveness of synergy between the relevant
ple who are concerned with heritage in a professional
authorities, private heritage protection associations,local
capacity (architects or civil servants) or as part of their
government and monument owners.
leisure activities (associations for the protection of heritage
or a particular monument). At committee level it is someElsewhere, a panel of local committees has provided the
times possible to successfully bridge the gap between volunbasis for a survey conducted by the Flemish Region after ten tary workers and professionals and develop a fruitful woryears of Heritage Days in Flanders. Its aim has been to probe king relationship that benefits both sides. However, despite
the diversity of these committees as well as better underthe positive impact of the E H D and the active role of the
stand their impact on policy and the debate surrounding
committees as mentioned above, several local organizers did
heritage protection.
express their disappointment at the lack of real progress
The survey’s findings,presented by J O K E VA N D E NA B E E L E ,
achieved in terms of safeguarding heritage in their local
highlight the potential of the E H D to revive dialogue on local districts. The absence of appropriate communication and
policies for safeguarding and developing heritage and to
debate forums has meant that there is little awareness on
stimulate creativity in this sphere. Thanks to the E H D , the
the part of local authorities. It is noticeable how commitlocal community is being encouraged to rediscover new
tees facing this type of situation operate on a perfunctory
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basis and put forward the same programme every year.
Ultimately, the survey has revealed the need to establish
horizontal, as opposed to hierarchical, communication
between the different bodies active in organizing the E H D ,
notably between the regional authorities and local actors.
Instead of simply being “unilateral”, which is often
reflected by regional dominance over local affairs, communication should be “multilateral” and resemble more the
way in which a network operates.

rous restoration and survey projects within local committees
responsible for organizing the E H D . In addition, training is
given to numerous conference guides within the E H D framework, who then continue to work as guides at non-E H D
events. Finally, the survey has highlighted the role of the E H D
in encouraging the development of a community sector
devoted to the conservation and enhancement of heritage.
|

Impa ct on heritage policies |

Beyond their impact in terms of heightening public awareEHD AS A PHEN OMENON OF SOCIETY
ness, the E H D are a particularly effective lever, given the
| I mpact on the cultu ral practices of Europeans |
attendance levels and European significance, in convincing
This picture would not be complete if we did not comment politicians of the need to bolster and extend actions to safeon the numerous indirect effects –hard to quantify, but clear- guard and improve heritage at the national or regional level.
ly perceptible– that events of this kind invariably generate in As E M I L VA N B R E D E RO D E affirmed, the E H D have now
the various participating countries. As emphasized by
acquired what is undeniably a political dimension, and it is
A N NAC H I A R A C E R R I , the E H D represent a privileged vector
rare for a speech or guideline paper on the safeguarding of
through which to develop the population’s cultural practices. heritage not to hold them up as an example.
This phenomenon is visible on various levels : in most par- The study in progress has also confirmed the importance of
ticipating countries,there were higher numbers of visits to
the impact of the E H D in this sphere. In most of the particimonuments and sites, cultural trips throughout the year, dis- pating countries,they exert an influence over heritage safecovery walks and circuits focusing on a specific heritage
guarding and enhancement policies, as reflected chiefly in
aspect, concerts staged at monuments, historical theatre pro- increases in the available budgets and staff in charge of this
ductions and exhibitions, and, finally, the creation through- matter at the national, regional and local level.This positive
out the year of events inspired directly by the E H D . In additrend is also leaving its mark on the ground, chiefly through
tion to these positive knock-on effects,there are those cited better site layout and maintenance, greater interest on the
by E M I L VA N BR E D E RO D E which also help improve the
part of local authorities in their heritage, faster procedures
infrastructure welcoming the cultural tourist; the appearance for the listing of monuments covered by the themes adopted
of a large number of published works, not just in the press, during the E H D , the production and updating of surveys,
but also in the form of multiple brochures, guides and spe- and the impact on cultural tourism.
cialist productions which have often plugged serious gaps in
heritage documentation, particularly in Central and Eastern
European countries. Then there is the production of nume-
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|

T he s ituat ion in Centr al and Eastern Eur opean countries |

This phenomenon is particularly noticeable in the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe, where the E H D have made a
significant contribution to drawing attention to heritage
under serious threat and to supporting efforts made in
the last few years to implement policies on integrated
conservation.The papers by JA RO S L AV K I L I A N (on behalf of
the E H D in Slovakia), J U R I S DA M B I S (Lithuania) and Y V E T T E
F U L I C E A (from the Romanian city of Sibiu) highlighted
these positive effects. They thus spotlighted the beneficial
effects generated by the participation of their countries in a
unifying activity such as the E H D , chiefly by promoting the
European integration of countries in Central and Eastern
Europe. For a town such as Sibiu, the E H D event has helped
heighten public awareness of the exceptional features of this
multicultural centre where Germans, Romanians,colonists
from the Meuse valley and Flanders have lived side by side
for centuries, and have helped raise the profile of the efforts
made for its protection at national and European level.
The mounting success of these also helps to legitimize
public authority action in such countries. To that end, the
central and eastern part of the continent has seen an increase
in budgets and staff numbers assigned to the E H D and, to a
lesser extent, heritage conservation in general.
As was emphasized by J U R I S DA M B I S , the E H D can also act as
a catalyst in promoting the development of new partnerships, as demonstrated by Lithuania. Since 1995, the E H D
themselves have evolved to include the active involvement of
a growing number of institutional and private actors from
the media or business circles, and are contributing to the
emergence of the community sector. Locally, the E H D are
giving rise to real emulation among Lithuania’s various
regions and between owners, who have, moreover, initiated

constructive dialogue with heritage specialists and with their
parent authorities. Furthermore, they are contributing to
effectively promoting the study and safeguarding of heritage
buildings as a hundred or so sites are made the focus of
special attention every year with a view to the E H D .
Finally, the impromptu presentation by Professor TO D O R
K R E S T EV, after highlighting the potential of the E H D in
Bulgaria, focused on the possible role they could have for
raising awareness in the Balkans as from September 1999.
The creation within the E H D framework of cultural
itineraries devoted to vernacular architecture in this region
would indeed contribute to re-establishing awareness of the
open nature of culture and the need for dialogue and
exchange between different identities. It was a welcome
message of optimism and hope, which also paved
the way for the declaration on Kosovo published at the end
of the volume.
I N T E R N ATIONAL DIMENSION OF THE EHD

Since 1991, the added value that the E H D have contributed
to national heritage policies has gone hand-in-hand with the
event’s international development.The steady rise in the
number of participating countries bears witness to this :
from 11 in 1991, to 44 in 1998 and 46 this year.
Nevertheless, as E M I L VA N B R E D E RO D E emphasized, it is not
enough simply to stage E H D every year at the same time in
every European country if they are to truly become events
on a European scale.
In terms of their very organization, people are striving to
inject this European dimension into the E H D , chiefly via the
organization in Strasbourg of an annual assembly of national
coordinators. Among other things, this assembly allows
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coordinators to compare their ideas, exchange experiences
and draw up common principles.The official opening ceremony for the E H D , which takes place every year in a different country, also offers a major opportunity to demonstrate
international cohesion between the various initiatives put
forward by the participant countries. Finally, the beneficial
cooperation established for several years now between the
Council of Europe as the initiator of the E H D and the
European Commission, which provides them with financial
support every year, is most definitely of symbolic value in
this regard. The introductory speeches, as delivered by
R AY M O N D W E B E R , S P Y RO S PA P PA S and LU C TAYA RT D E
B O R M S , highlighted this vital aspect, also emphasized on
previous occasions by J O S É MA R I A B A L L E S T E R .
Above all, however, concrete actions are what have allowed
this transnational dimension to become established and
bridges to be built between various national or regional initiatives.Today, this is embodied chiefly in two types of
action presented at the colloquy by FA B R I C E D E KE R C H OV E :
cross-border and international exchanges,encouraged
since 1994 by the “E H D Award”; and activities aimed at
highlighting locally the diversity of a common heritage.
|

C ro s s - b o rder and international exchanges |

Cross-border exchanges account for some three quarters of
local government actions implemented to mark the E H D .
They are often in keeping with a tradition of cooperation
between neighbouring regions or existing networks,such as
EUROREGIO. In most cases, however, the E H D are the context within which specific actions are devised, and a fair
number of these initiatives result in lasting cooperation.
This is the case with numerous theme-based itineraries or
routes that enable a region to rediscover a cultural identity

beyond its national borders. The cooperation that has been
pursued these past nine years between the Lorraine and
Saarland regions, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and Wallonia
provides a particularly notable example of this.
The survey has confirmed an upward trend in international
collaborative action aimed at a young audience. Often initiated locally, these are progressively being opened up to partners in other countries, much like the “Experiencing monuments through international photography” (EPIM) contest
coordinated by Catalonia,which brought together a dozen
or so countries in 1998, or the triennial “History… of
materials”project,which was the subject of a presentation
during the colloquy (see zoom p21). It is worth noting how
the bestowing of a “E H D Award”, as was the case for these
two initiatives in respectively 1997 and 1998 very often
contributes to promoting the development of these actions
internationally.
Lastly, the organizing countries often report one-off collaborations, more often than not bilateral,which are organized
around specific topics or within the framework of particularly important celebrations, as was the case in 1998 with
the 900th anniversary of the Cîteaux abbey.These take the
form of international conferences,professional exchanges,
twinning programmes and even travelling exhibitions.
|

Enhancing the diver sity of cultures |

Again taking the paper by FA B R I C E D E K E R C H OV E as the basis,
over and above partnerships established within the network
of E H D organizing countries,there has been a noticeable
development of late in actions on a local scale that are aimed
at enhancing cultural diversity in Europe.This type of
initiative makes it possible to reach out to the general public
beyond the borders of regions that are traditionally open to
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other cultures. Whether this involves conferences and
exhibitions on European heritage, the opening of embassies,
or the distribution of posters and press articles containing
details of E H D programmes in other countries
(to mention just a few examples), these activities attempt to
place the emphasis on cultural crossovers and shared influences or to pinpoint the position occupied by the culture of
a country or region within a broader context.
In this sense, adopting a unifying theme will serve to
encourage the development of this type of initiative.
Although there have been instances of convergence on specific themes in the last few years, only recently did most of
the countries agree to place the 1999 E H D under the theme
of “Europe, a common heritage”.This is also the title of the
international campaign launched by the Council of Europe
in the 47 countries that have signed the European Cultural
Convention.
|

P e rception of the Eur opean character of the EHD |

The European nature of the event is shown by its promotional tools such as flags bearing the E H D logo as well as shared
posters and information leaflets, distributed each year to
every corner of the continent. However, developing the shared aspect of E H D still varies a great deal from one country
to the next. In some cases, indeed in too many cases, a distinction is made between national days and European days
whereas the activity involved is the same.
Indeed,whereas a gradual increase in cultural exchanges has
been noticeable, perceptions of the European nature of the
E H D remain low-key : in 62% of the respondent countries,
less than a quarter of the population is aware of this. In only
20% of the countries, more than one inhabitant in two is
aware of the existence of E H D .
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Zoom

The

EHD

in France under the microscope : IPSOS Opinion survey findings
In 1998, in France alone some 11 million people visited 13,000 monuments opened to mark the

EHD.

After

14 years, the question arises whether the somewhat outmoded image of the historical monument has been
replaced by a broadened sense of heritage that each individual takes a degree of pleasure in rediscovering.
Conscious of the change taking place for several years now in how heritage is perceived, with the

EHD

providing

the most striking illustration of this, France’s Ministry of Culture and Communication commissioned an IPSOS
Opinion survey in December 1997. M I C H E L C L É M E N T ’s paper presented the survey’s chief findings.

France : composition of groups taking part

–churches, stately homes, etc.– remain the most visited places (58%),

If there is one event where parity between men and women is respec-

followed by private properties –stately homes, houses, etc.– with 36%,

ted, it is undoubtedly the

Differences show up more clearly in

seats of government (20%), gardens (14%), museums (12%), archae-

terms of ages and levels of education : the 35-60 group appears to be

ological sites (9%), places of work such as industrial heritage sites

more interested in the

EHD.

EHD,

whereas 15-25 year olds are not very

involved at all. The most involved groups are senior managers, medi-

(7%), organized tours (2%), etc.
These choices are determined by a wide range of factors (cited in order

um-level professionals and pensioners; the least represented are far-

of preference) : apart from the chosen theme and the activities on

mers, craftsmen, traders and company. The most interested group

offer, the visitor above all seeks to take advantage of site openings, to

overwhelmingly comes from a university education background, fol-

learn about them, to visit them out of interest or personal taste, to

lowed fairly closely by people educated to secondary level. Those who

explore, to get to know more about their town or region, for the sake

have taken technical studies and primary education have a far more

of history or heritage, to take advantage of the free admission, for plea-

modest representation. A large number of people questioned practise

sure, to let their children discover the sites, to see some nice things,

cultural pursuits fairly regularly (reading, visits to museums, etc.).

to discover traditions, and so on.

Finally, it would appear that the most common form of involvement for

French public expectations

61% of those questioned involves attending with their partner or with

Expectations centre on the desire for the event to last longer, with the

their family. Trailing a long way behind are visits with friends (19%,

highest response rates recorded by participants (61% as opposed to

more especially among the under 35s) and visiting alone (13%) or in

51% on average and 44% in the case of non-participants). The pri-

a group (5%). Involvement in the E H D is therefore thought of as a local

mary desire here is for there to be more

family event since 88% of people say that they visit locations close to

for the duration of the event as it stands today to be lengthened

where they live.

(14%). Next, the shortage of information is echoed in the demand for

EHD

during the year (31%) or

Involvement of the French public

more communication, above all from non-participants (35%).

The

Finally, improvements could be made to how the events are run (on

EHD,

which are now a genuine happening in society and one of

the high points at the start of the school year, have expanded their

average, 22% of respondents mentioned this issue). This would

cultural offer with each passing year.

involve ensuring that attendance is reduced (7%) or free admission

Aware of the fact that one person might discover several sites, the sur-

extended (5%).

vey highlights how historical monuments in the public domain
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Zoom

“History… of mat e r i a l s”
A cross-border programme for a young audience (Fra n c e , I t a ly, S w i t ze rl a n d )
The “History… of materials” programme was the result of a conver-

plete with an enthusiastic audience, numerous cross-border trips, the

gence of the interests of several bodies : the Cultural Affairs Directorate

Guide’s adoption as an ongoing heritage discovery tool, the imple-

for the Rhône-Alpes region (France), the French-speaking cantons of

mentation of numerous institutional, cultural and professional part-

Switzerland, the Aosta Valley autonomous regional authorities, and

nerships, the appearance of new projects inspired by this programme,

Moutard, a French publishing house specializing in the production and

the launch of numerous training exercises … and, last but not least,

free distribution of information media for young people. Observing how

European recognition in the form of an “E H D Award” earned in 1998.

the

E H D,

despite their considerable success, were lagging a long way

behind in terms of what they had to offer young audiences and families, the specially-formed committee decided in 1996 to implement
this cross-border programme on the

EHD

in 1997, 1998 and 1999.

The intention was to open up the heritage world to young people
through the history of various materials (wood in 1997, stone and earth
in 1998, metal in 1999). The programme featured activities on a materials theme, wide-scale distribution of a programme outlining the range
of activities, a promotional campaign targeting the media in three countries, and publication of a free issue of the Guide du Moutard, focusing
on the chosen topic (100,000 copies distributed in 1998).
These operations are programmed each year by a steering committee
made up of bodies from the three participating countries. The committee defines the strategy and direction to take, determines the various stages involved in arranging the programme of activities and, with
the help of heritage experts, validates the chosen options and the contents of the Guide du Moutard. The initial assessment? Some difficulties, linked to transnational cooperation between very different partners, limited interest in cross-border action on the part of local
authorities or companies, problems in coordinating communication
due to the diversity of the chosen national topics, and difficulty in
most countries of accommodating the programme in school activities.
Nevertheless, the experiment has already proved to be a success com-
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Zoom

G rand Duchy of Luxe m b o u rg , L o r ra i n e , S a a rl a n d , Wallonia
In search of a shared heritage – nine years of cross-border actions
In 1991, reported D E N I S E B A R B A S O N , representatives from institu-

years 1997, 1998 and 1999 have seen the introduction of a new

tions responsible for heritage at the national, regional and local levels

trilogy. This has retained the idea of cross-border tours with a local

met in order to lay the foundations for cross-border action to mark the

flavour, albeit supported by “heritage files” centred each year on a

The representatives came from the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,

specific topic : Abbayes. Passé et devenir [Abbeys. Past and Future]

Lorraine, Rhineland-Palatinate, Saarland, the area around Trier, and

EHD.

in 1997; Patrimoine défensif commun [Common Defence Heritage]

Wallonia. Despite the constraints imposed by the available budgets

in 1998; and L’Europe, un patrimoine commun : architectures du

and very tight deadlines, they succeeded in launching an inaugural

XXe siècle [Europe, a Common Heritage : Architecture in the Twentieth

joint action that same year by publishing a bilingual programme out-

Century] in 1999.

lining the activities being organized in the various regions. In 1992, it

This is an exemplary initiative, backed up by a small, well-knit

was decided to increase public awareness of a heritage aspect under

working group whose “can do” spirit, sense of openness to others and

threat by organizing a cross-border organ tour. This essentially involved

lively imagination have helped overcome the numerous, mainly

exploring this fragile and often neglected heritage aspect as well as 18

budgetary difficulties peculiar to transnational cooperation.

concerts at a similar number of venues over two weekends. It was a
busy programme that had mixed success. During the next three years,
in order to reach a bigger audience, the working group opted to produce video films. Each year, the emphasis was placed on a topic evoking the issues of conservation or alternative use and examples taken
from the various participating regions. In 1993, Histoires de jardin
[Garden Tales] illustrated the assorted historic points of call in order
to relocate this “living” and fragile heritage within its cultural context.
In 1994, Patrimoine industriel. Mémoire et devenir [Industrial
Heritage. Memory and Evolution] highlighted issues at stake in the
conservation of numerous, often abandoned sites. The film earned an
“E H D Award” that year, making it possible to produce another one the
following year : Architecture publique. Un héritage en mutation
[Public Architecture. A Changing Heritage], devoted to buildings saved
by the public sector and earmarked for new functions. In 1996, a very
tight budget only allowed the organization of a cross-border itinerary
on the trail of sites and monuments accessible on the E H D . Lastly, the
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What does the future hold for the E H D ?
Directions and perspectives
While we have drawn some generally positive conclusions regarding the

E H D,

we must also

heed the lessons of past experiences and consider along what lines this major cultural event can
develop in the future. Thus we need to look beyond the

EHD

as an event and seek to bring in all

sectors of society to a far greater extent, promote new partnerships, underline that this is a
shared activity, and open up to different cultural worlds. If we can rise to meet these challenges
then we will be able to further strenghten the quality aspect of the European Heritage Days.

The provisional findings of the survey commissioned by the
Council of Europe, along with interventions by the various
participants at the colloquy, confirmed and illustrated the
remarkable extent to which the E H D have developed over
recent years in terms of their increased geographical spread,
heritage extension and ever-higher attendances.
This spectacular advance, which is borne out by impressive
figures, goes hand in hand with the development of quality.
This can be seen on several levels, no more so than at the
organizational level with the implementation of more efficient structures and the emergence of new types of partnership. It is also apparent in terms of what is on offer, as witnessed by the efforts made to improve the way in which
visitors are welcomed, the information provided and the
special events organized.The aim is to encourage more

active audience participation by choosing specific themes
and to heighten awareness among children and teenagers.
This development of quality is also driven by demand from
an increasingly motivated audience whose expectations
grow with each passing year as it constantly deepens its
levels of awareness and knowledge.
A VITAL TO OL FOR SOCIAL PA RT I C I PAT I O N

Today, the event has become truly pan-European and is a
vital tool for social participation and democratization as
regards culture and heritage. It is also one of the most effective contemporary vectors of citizenship and humanism. By
playing its part in heightening awareness and even educating
the public in the multifaceted worth of heritage, and
unearthing tales relating to little-known or endangered
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aspects of the past, the event is actively helping to develop
public views on heritage. The trend now is away from an
approach highlighting the aesthetic angle –a solidly
entrenched approach, despite the fact that it is a hangover
from the 19th century, that prefers to view monuments in
isolation from their context– and towards a more “anthropological” approach, in the words of YA N N I S T S I O M I S , one
that places man and his daily environment at the focal point
of concerns.The E H D therefore lie within the framework of
urban policy in which the suitably informed city-dweller is
able to express himself and participate in the actual development of his city. As such, the E H D events are becoming an
increasingly integral part of any policy aimed at enhancing
and –through the effects generated– preserving heritage.
O R I E N TAT IONS FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

such a drift did occur then the E H D could turn into a loosely
managed heritage “junk yard” in which valuable heritage
and more considered awareness initiatives would be rubbing
shoulders with other edifices or activities that really have no
place within this framework.
Today, then, the E H D event stands at the crossroads : having
noted the enormous success, the remarkable commitment of
all the participating countries and some of the negative
aspects revealed in the quality assessments, it is important
for us to imagine how the E H D might look in the next
millennium. So quality and consistency might be the
buzzwords for this event in the years ahead, together with
internationalization, social participation and a broader vision
of heritage. In this regard,several avenues of debate and
action were mapped out at the colloquy. These are reproduced below along with general comments.

Furthermore, the phenomenal success of the E H D means
they will never be safe from a “quality drift” –according to
a concern expressed during the colloquy by B E R N H A R D
F U R R E R – in our society with its great liking for spectacular
figures and images. In the wake of the steady rise in attendances, the E H D communication policy could become a victim of its own success and –like some kind of heritage audience measuring device– feel obliged to produce ever more
dazzling figures and statistics. Beyond the huge organizational demands that an unchecked expansion of the E H D
would entail and the inevitable dangers of damage to monuments and sites, in B E R N H A R D F U R R E R ’s view we should
make allowances for the –more damaging– danger of pinning all our hopes on E H D and slowly whittling down the
other awareness actions implemented throughout the course
of the year in Europe as these become squeezed into a single
event.There is another danger related to this quality drift : if

As R AY M O N D W E B E R reiterated, the E H D in each of the
countries involved have hitherto been aimed at making
people more aware of their own heritage via open days,
exhibitions and public-awareness campaigns. Furthermore,
it should not be forgotten that this national or regional
acceptance of the initiative is reflected in the results of the
survey, which demonstrates how people’s perceptions of the
European nature of E H D remain generally low across the
board, with the public often drawing an artificial distinction
between national and European days. As a result, major
efforts are needed to ensure that the activity’s trans-national
dimension –which is also a vital part of any heritage component– becomes visible in the everyday reality of the E H D.
The culmination of closer ties between several countries
around a particular theme –such as the choice in 1998 of

|

R e i n f o rcing perceptions of the common dimension of the

EHD |
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heritage professions and traditional building techniques by
France, Norway, the Netherlands and Slovakia– can already
contribute to joint approaches by promoting international
cooperation.Above all, however, the establishment of unifying themes such as the one proposed for 1999 –“Europe,
a common heritage”– ought to make it possible to move
beyond any overly confined heritage teaching and reach out
to touch a wider audience.This theme, particularly because
it is so general in nature, nonetheless has to be interpreted
correctly if it is to be implemented constructively on the
ground.The discussion paper produced by the E H D steering
committee in Flanders to define actions related to the theme
of “Europe, a common heritage”provides a good example
here. Entitled “Via Europe.Travelogues in stone”, it shows
how cross-border travel and the movement of people, ideas
and objects have left a lasting impression on our monuments and sites.Three associated themes, illustrating the
multiple aspects of the main theme, were thus defined :
“Foreign stories in the lives of our monuments”;“Another
man’s domination”; and “European traces in the landscape”.
A second line of action emphasized the growth of projects
aimed at developing trans-national cooperation and
enhancing the many cultural streams that have helped to
shape our heritage. In this regard, the fifth edition of the
“E H D Awards” in 1999 for which “Europe, a common
heritage” was also the chosen theme, was opened not only
to cross-border projects involving partners from at least two
participating countries, but also to local initiatives, on the
proviso that these enhance the cultural crossovers and the
exchanges that have enriched European heritage in the past.

|

Going beyond the “ev ent” dimension o f the

EHD

and prolo nging their impact |

Held in September of each year, the E H D are the not-to-bemissed event marking the start of the new academic year.
The results of a French survey conducted by IPSOS Opinion
has revealed how people like to attend events with family or
friends. Heritage discovery is heightened by a host of special
events laid on for the Heritage Days : these are popular in
most cases, but in others are seen as interfering with the discovery of a monument. Although the repeated staging of the
E H D every year is progressively contributing to a deepening
of awareness on the part of the general public, the authorities and the business sector, as has been highlighted in previous chapters, much still remains to be done if we are to
move beyond the “event” dimension and extend the impact
of the E H D by ensuring greater interaction with more
permanent actions.
This would mean utilizing the multiplier effect of the E H D
to encourage those involved with heritage (politicians,
associations, site administrators, etc.) to focus on heritage
coverage in the media and heritage events throughout the
year. This is all the more valid in countries with less
experience organizing the E H D and where the event still
does not dovetail perfectly with heritage policies.The suggestions made during the colloquy focused chiefly on :
improving communication before and after E H D ; organizing
events inspired by E H D over the rest of the year; and increasing the number of trans-national and national, regional or
local projects that call for a longer-term commitment from
the people involved. By adopting a more professional
approach to the organization and management of the E H D ,
in particular through the active participation of the institutions responsible for heritage at the national, regional and
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local levels, then this, too, would pave the way for the
qualitative development of the initiative.
Moreover, deepening the effective involvement of schools
–a vital point developed elsewhere in this chapter– will
ensure that E H D leave a lasting impression on those who will
be called upon to shoulder society’s burdens in the future.
In this way the E H D may evolve, according to MI C H E L
C L É M E N T , “from a communication policy to one involving
cultural action”.

provides a very stirring example of the possibilities in this
sphere. Moreover, the same speaker also highlighted the
need to devise communication and awareness methods
adapted to the specific needs of this audience by stressing
the highly beneficial interaction between heritage analysis
and learning parts of the school curriculum.Adding a weekday to the weekend currently programmed as a means of
encouraging the participation of schools,devising an “education pack” in order to promote correct heritage interpretation among children, and utilizing the highly extensive pos| I m p roving public participation and involv ement |
sibilities offered by multimedia technologies –particularly
The E H D quality assessment, the IPSOS Opinion survey and
the Internet– that many schools can now access, were some
some of the views expressed at the colloquy highlighted the of the practical suggestions made during the colloquy that
fact that the steady increase in attendances at sites and events might contribute to boosting the event’s impact in schools.
is being accompanied by mounting audience diversification. Moreover, having school audiences participate in transNevertheless,there are still three categories of visitors whose national cooperation projects on heritage and devising speparticipation and involvement leave some room for
cific projects aimed at young audiences –such as “History...
improvement : school audiences, young adults (15-25 year of materials”– can but add to the message of openness and
olds), and socially and culturally disadvantaged segments of exchange behind the E H D . Other proposals also examined
the population.
the more effective inclusion of heritage awareness activities
Where schools are concerned, the survey confirmed their
in the schools curriculum and even the introduction, suginterest in E H D and the significant number of initiatives
gested by T I M C O P E L A N D , of “Heritage Education Days”.
being organized to mark the eve n t .H owever, the survey also Reserved for young people, these could form a link with the
recorded the fact that scheduling the event in September
National Archaeology Days organized in Great Britain by the
means in some countries that it takes place too early in the
Young Archaeologist Club. Ultimately, it is clear that the
school year and makes proper pupil preparation for the
effective involvement of schools in the E H D and the incluevent difficult. In any event, a great deal of potential remains sion of heritage as a teaching tool in the schools curriculum
untapped in this area,which is undoubtedly the most
should come about by informing teachers and giving them
promising one in terms of the future. Several examples of
specific training so that they become well-versed in this type
activities suggested at the colloquy might boost heritage
of action.
teaching and interest among school audiences. In this
respect, the method for approaching heritage issues with
Devising targeted communication strategies is also necessary
young pupils applied by T I M C O P E L A N D (see page 16)
in order to ensure more extensive and dynamic participation
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on the part of teenagers and young adults (15-25 year olds).
Here, the use of multimedia technologies can prove to be
particularly useful in allaying the “boring”image of heritage
by prompting this particular audience to discover the values
of heritage through play-orientated, pro-active initiatives.
The “play” aspect of the E H D can also form an attraction for
a lesser educated, or less economically advantaged audience
whose participation in the event is very limited today. The
chief basis for this revolves around the organization at most
sites of a range of special events (shows, concerts,theatre
productions, historical pageants, etc.) that are designed to
turn the E H D into a celebration of monuments capable of
involving each and every segment of the population. A
widespread policy of free admission also plays a part in this.
|

C reating new partnerships |

The involvement of society’s various actors in the organization of the E H D is one of the conditions –and certainly one
of the reasons– for their success. In most countries, the E H D
have been introduced by a public body (Ministry of Culture,
the Environment, Education, Regional Development,Urban
and Regional Planning, Heritage, etc.),which takes charge
of organizing them or delegates this to administrative bodies
in charge of monuments and sites, local government,or
even non-governmental organizations,associations and
private foundations. This tremendous diversity among the
people involved is often mirrored within the organizing
committees, where it can also add to the quality of the
deliberations and debates on safeguarding heritage and organizing the E H D . Diversity also characterizes the sources of
funding for activities, which are notable for the ever increasing presence alongside public subsidies of backing from

sponsors. Sponsors overwhelmingly belong to business sectors linked directly or indirectly to heritage : construction,
media,tourism,transport, communication, finance and
insurance.
Public authorities and the private sector therefore complement one another, with the former often relying on the latter to actually implement actions on the ground. In this
regard, it should be pointed out that E H D offer a highly
stimulating environment for the development of the community sector, which derives great benefit from the profile
and credibility obtained through this medium.
Furthermore, the diversity among the actors involved should
contribute to the development of forms of trans-sectoral
partnership, particularly between the heritage sector and
those involving contemporary creation, education,tourism,
traditional crafts, technology development, regional development, and so on.These would help anchor the E H D more
firmly in society, produce more innovative initiatives,and
develop dynamic heritage learning across several disciplines.
THE CONTRASTING OF EXPERI ENCES

In order to nurture the debate on the future of the E H D , the
time seemed right to establish parallels with other awarenessraising actions that pursue comparable objectives, but are
organized along different lines and take place over different
lengths of time.Three of these initiatives were presented at
the colloquy. Regardless of whether they are known as
Culture Week (Italy),Heritage Month (Tunisia) or Culture
Days (Quebec, Canada), they are aimed chiefly at bringing
the citizen and heritage or (according to a broader vision)
culture closer together. Each event has its own individual
aspects that can open up fresh perspectives in the development of the E H D .The trans-sectoral and creative approach to
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culture chosen by Italy and Quebec may provide a source of
inspiration for the development of initiatives aimed at establishing links between heritage and other areas of culture
within the framework of the E H D. The three examples outlined below are also examples of events that last longer than
the E H D . All of which further fuels the argument put forward by numerous parties –as shown chiefly by the IPSOS
Opinion survey– in favour of adding one or more days to
the present timetable of events.
|

C u l t u re Week in Italy |

Having been granted more extensive powers in 1999, the
new Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali in Italy was
anxious to mark its new-found status by organizing its first
ever Culture Week,which was held from 12 to 19 April.
Replacing the traditional Cultural Treasures Week, the new
initiative –presented at the colloquy by RO S E L L A B E N NAT I
LE N E R – allowed audiences to discover different areas of culture in accordance with a cross-disciplinary approach by
inviting them to attend exhibitions and concerts in museums,sporting events and theatrical and cinema productions.
This initiative, which is primarily national in character,
should ideally interact with the E H D organized in Italy since
1995; the latter will now be aimed at promoting European
perceptions of cultural heritage in the Italian peninsula.

body in charge of heritage enhancement and cultural promotion– before being extended to the various provinces
through regional culture commissariats. Heritage Month
provides an opportunity to generate media publicity for
heritage in all its forms, its diversity, and the dangers it faces.
The month fosters debate and exchanges of ideas around
themes relating to the safeguarding and enhancement of
heritage. It is also a favoured framework for the launch of
new projects such as official openings of new museums or
unveilings of newly restored monuments. For several years,
the choice of theme has helped to direct the attention of
professionals and citizens towards the specific issues that are
at stake. In 1999, for instance, Heritage Month was devoted
to the 20th century. The pursued aim was not only to mark
the end of the century but also, and above all, to institute an
action plan to promote the safeguarding of heritage aspects
that people in Tunisia are often unaware of and which are
being threatened by urban development.
|

C u l t u re Days in Quebec (Canada) |

Staged each year over the last weekend of September,
Quebec’s Culture Days were launched in 1997 following the
unveiling –at the Province’s economy and employment summit held in the autumn of the previous year– of plans
designed to place culture at the heart of Quebec’s development. The gamble seems to have paid off, since 1998 saw
| Her itage M onth in Tunisia |
more than 150,000 people take part and some 950 activities
Since 1992,Tunisia has been staging an annual Heritage
on offer in 246 towns and villages across the Province.The
Month between 18 April (International Heritage Site Day)
three days are designed to heighten awareness among
and 18 May (International Museum Day). As L OT F I
Quebec’s people about the necessity, usefulness and social
BO U Z O U I TA emphasized,coordination of the first few edivalue of culture. Indeed, as S I M O N B R AU LT indicates, the
tions was centred in the hands of institutions responsible for Days highlight the role and purpose of the work of creators,
heritage –the National Heritage Institute and the Tunisian
artists and cultural vehicles and their contribution to
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individual and collective self-fulfilment. The activities
scheduled within this framework are highly diverse, with
inventiveness to the fore : a theatre dress rehearsal; a guided
tour around a television studio; a late-night walk to view a
district’s architecture in a different light; the writing, composition, arrangement and recording of a song by a writercomposer with pupils in a class; the opening-up of a
museum’s restoration workshop; visits to a glass factory;etc.
Administered by a permanent secretariat, the Culture Days
receive financial support from the Quebec government.This
covers some 30% of their budget, with the rest coming
from assorted major companies and artists and craftspeople
who finance their activities. The event can also count on
cooperation from the media, which publishes and broadcasts free advertising for this event. Practising, as S I M O N
B R AU LT put it, a form of “emotional blackmail” that urges
the authorities and the private sector to become more
involved in cultural action, the Culture Days do not portray
themselves as a cultural product, but as an “incursion into
the cultural sector”.
|

Encour aging exchanges with Me diterranean count rie s |

As RAY M O N D W E B E R reiterated, contrasts with different cultural worlds,such as those in North America or in southern
Mediterranean countries, would generate additional value,
underpinning the chief function of cultural heritage that the
E H D strive to promote:greater openness towards others;
links between different cultures; and bridge-building across
geographical borders.
This is the spirit in which the King Baudouin Foundation
launched a feasibility study of the possible extension of E H D
to include non-European countries around the
Mediterranean. Conducted in conjunction with 11 partner

countries within the framework of the European
Commission’s EUROMED heritage programme, this project
set out to use a survey of existing awareness initiatives and
the related needs expressed by Mediterranean countries.
At the same time, this project seeks to identify potential
partners with a view to creating a Euro-Mediterranean network for exchange and cooperation on heritage issues and
the establishment of pilot schemes aimed at raising public
awareness.
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Statement on Kosovo
As a result of the tragic events that have devastated the populations and heritage sites in the Balkans
and which run totally counter to the aims of openness and tolerance conveyed by European Heritage
Days, on 24 April 1999 the participants at the colloquy adopted the following declaration :

The war devastating the Balkans is the dramatic outcome of ethnic, religious and cultural
antagonisms which affect the continent and are radically opposed to the construction of a wide
democratic safe Europe.
We are seeing in Kosovo a human tragedy carrying immense consequences. Human beings are
being killed, forced to leave and violently separated from their family, social, cultural and natural
environment.
The dynamics of destruction triggered off do not come to a stop with the suppression of social
communities and ethnic groups, but aim also to suppress their heritage, memory and identity, i.e.,
the material and spiritual values which link the past of a society to its future. In the case of Kosovo,
a multicultural heritage that is part of our common heritage is being threatened.
The participants in the Brussels Colloquy, representing 42 European and non-European countries,
conscious of the spirit which gives life to the European Heritage Days, and the surge of solidarity,
sharing and democratic citizenship symbolised by these Days:
- appeal for an immediate cessation of any action of violence;
- express their hope of a return of all the displaced populations to their place of origin;
- ask for the respect for cultural heritage as a guarantee for the building of a sustainable and shared
peace together with all the European citizens, whatever their origin, religion or culture may be.
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MINORITENPLATZ 5, A - 1014 VIENNA, TEL. +43-1-531-20.36.34,
FAX +43-1-531-20.36.99, E-MAIL : Franz.Neuwirth@bmuk.gv.at

BELGIUM
ALT Raoul
INTERPRÈTE, RUE FÉLICIEN MOSRAY 9 A, 1300 LIMAL, TEL. +32-10-41.25.42

ARRE Katarina
ART HISTORIAN, GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE SWEDISH ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS,
AVENUE LOUISE 421, BTE 10, B - 1050 BRUXELLES, TEL ; +32-2-640.35.40,
FAX +32-2-640.35.40, E-MAIL : Katarina.Arre@village.uunet.be

BAEYENS Jan
PENNINGMEESTER VAN ICOMOS VLAANDEREN-BRUSSEL, LANGESTRAAT 49,
B - 9473 DENDERLEEUW, TEL. +32-2-553.75.62, FAX +32-2-553.75.25,
E-MAIL : janp.baeyens@azf.vlaanderen.be

CARPENTIER Chantal
RESTAURATRICE DE TEXTILE ANCIEN À L’INSTITUT ROYAL DU PATRIMOINE
ARTISTIQUE, STATIONSSTRAAT 32, B -1850 GRIMBERGEN

CLICHEROUX Emile
DIRECTEUR GÉNÉRAL HONORAIRE DES EAUX ET FÔRETS, AVENUE EMILE MAX 167,
B -1030 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-734.40.67

COLLIGNON Robert
MINISTRE-PRÉSIDENT DU GOUVERNEMENT WALLON,
RUE MAZY 25-27, B - 5100 JAMBES

CONTIS Nicolas
ATTACHÉ JURIDIQUE À L’AMBASSADE DE FRANCE, BOULEVARD DU RÉGENT 42,
B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-548.88.26, FAX +32-2-513.47.44,
E-MAIL : nicolas.contis@dree.org

CORDEIRO Paula
ARCHITECTE, RUE DE LA VICTOIRE 192 C, B - 1060 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-537.26.52, FAX +32-2-537.26.52

CORTEMBOS Thérèse
PREMIÈRE ATTACHÉE À LA DIVISION DU PATRIMOINE DU MINISTÈRE DE LA RÉGION
WALLONNE, RUE DES BRIGADES D’IRLANDE 1, B - 5100 JAMBES, TEL. +32-81-33.21.82,
FAX +32-81-33.22.93, E-MAIL : T.Cortembos@mrw.wallonie.be

DE GHELLINCK Bénédicte
ETUDIANTE EN CONSERVATION, RUE DU MAIL 59, B - 1050 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-534.45.93, FAX +32-69-45.61.81
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DE GREEF Chris
ADJUNCT-ADVISEUR BIJ DE CEL HISTORISCH ERFGOED VAN DE STAD BRUSSEL,
ANSPACHLAAN 6, B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-279.30.14, FAX +32-2-279.31.28

de KERCHOVE Fabrice
CHARGÉ DE MISSION À LA FONDATION ROI BAUDOUIN, COORDINATEUR DES JOURNÉES
EUROPÉENNES DU PATRIMOINE, RUE BREDERODE 21, B - 1000 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-549.02.45, FAX +32-2-512.00.35, E-MAIL : jep.ehd@kbs-frb.be

de PIERPONT Géry
CHARGÉ DE MISSION À LA FONDATION ROI BAUDOUIN, RUE BREDERODE 21,
B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-549.02.57, FAX +32-2-512.00.35

DE SALLE Jean
PRÉSIDENT DU COMITÉ SCIENTIFIQUE DES JOURNÉES DU PATRIMOINE EN RÉGION
DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE, RUE EM. VAN DRIESSCHE, 17, B - 1050 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-534.50.35,
FAX +32-2-534.50.95, E-MAIL : societe@cooparch-r-u.be

de SAN Anne
SECRÉTAIRE GÉNÉRALE DU QUARTIER DES ARTS ASBL - KUNSTWIJK VZW, RUE DE LA
PÉPINIÈRE 20, B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-512.05.39, FAX +32-2-648.35.41

DE SCHRIJVER Machteld
VOORZITTER VAN CULTURAMA VZW, BARON DE VIRONLAAN 140, B - 1700 DILBEEK,
TEL. +32-2-569.27.74, FAX +32-2-569.31.44

de VILLEGAS de CLERCAMP Alonzo
PRÉSIDENT SECTION PATRIMOINE DU PAYS DE LA MOLIGNÉE ASBL, RUE DE LA
MOLIGNÉE 55, B - 5537 WARMANT, TEL. +32-82-61.49.16, FAX +32-82-61.49.17

DEMEYERE Sophie
MEDEWERKER SECRETARIAAT OPEN MONUMENTENDAG VLAANDEREN
BIJ DE KONING BOUDEWIJNSTICHTING, BREDERODESTRAAT 21, B - 1000 BRUSSEL,
TEL. +32-2-511.18.40, FAX +32-2-511.52.21

DOUBLET Dany
SECRÉTAIRE À LA FONDATION ROI BAUDOUIN, RUE BREDERODE 21,
B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-549.02.57, FAX +32-2-512.00.35

DURIEUX Georges
ARCHITECTE AU MINISTÈRE DE LA RÉGION WALLONNE - DGATLP, RUE DES BRIGADES
D’IRLANDE 1, B - 5100 JAMBES, TEL. +32-81-33.21.75, FAX +32-81-33.22.93

ENGELEN - STRAUTINA Ineta
ASSISTANTE DE L’AMBASSADEUR, MISSION DE LA LETTONIE AUPRÈS
DE L’UNION EUROPÉENNE, RUE D’ARLON 39-41 BTE 6, B - 1000 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-282.03.68, FAX +32-2-282.03.69, E-MAIL : ineta@softhome.net

ENNEKENS Christophe
PROJECTMEDEWERKER BIJ ANTWERPEN AVERECHTS VZW, KRONENBURGSTRAAT 34,
B - 2000 ANTWERPEN, TEL. +32-3-248.15.77, FAX +32-3-248.50.71,
E-MAIL : bndam39@hotmail.com

ENNEKENS Katherine
PROJECTMEDEWERKER BIJ ANTWERPEN AVERECHTS VZW, KRONENBURGSTRAAT 34,
B - 2000 ANTWERPEN, TEL. +32-3-248.15.77, FAX +32-3-248.50.71,
E-MAIL : katherine.e@online.be

ETIENNE Stéphanie
ASSISTANTE MEDIANA, RUE DE LA MUTUALITÉ 25, B - 1190 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-340.67.53, FAX +32-2-340.67.54, E-MAIL : setienne@caramail.com

FIERS Dominique
MEDEWERKER COÖRDINATIEBUREAU EMD BIJ DE KONING BOUDEWIJNSTICHTING,
BREDERODESTRAAT 21, B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-549.02.77,
FAX +32-2-512.00.35, E-MAIL : jep.ehd@kbs-frb.be

FLORENCE Delphine,
RESPONSABLE DE LA PROMOTION ET DE LA COORDINATION D’ARCADIA,
RUE DE MÉTAL 38, B - 1060 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-534.38.19, FAX +32-2-534.60.73

GELLY Isabelle
BUREAU PICARDIE/ESSEX, AVENUE DE LA RENAISSANCE 19, B -1000 BRUXELLES,
TEL +32-2-732.51.40, FAX +32-2-732.62.54, E-MAIL : bxl.picardie@pophost.eunet.be

GESCHE - KONING Nicole
COLLABORATEUR SCIENTIFIQUE AU CENTRE DE RECHERCHES ET
D’ETUDES TECHNOLOGIQUES DES ARTS PLASTIQUES, ULB, AVENUE F. ROOSEVELT 50,
CP 175, B - 1050 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-650.24.66, FAX +32-2-375.87.27

GILLET Patricia
RESPONSABLE DES PUBLICATIONS AU MINISTÈRE DE LA RÉGION WALLONNE,
DGATLP, RUE DES BRIGADES D’IRLANDE 1, B - 5100 JAMBES, TEL. +32-81-33.23.87,
FAX +32-81-33.23.82, E-MAIL : c.tricot@mrw.wallonie.be

GIZDULICH Sandra
PHD RESEARCHER ON TERRITORIAL HERITAGE, UNIVERSITY OF FLORENCE,
CHAUSSÉE SAINT- PIERRE 49, B - 1040 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-296.83.11,
FAX +32-2-296.52.61, E-MAIL : sandra.gizdulich@dg1b.cec.be

GOEDLEVEN Edgard
DIRECTEUR VAN DE AFDELING MONUMENTEN EN LANDSCHAPPEN VAN
HET MINISTERIE VAN DE VLAAMSE GEMEENSCHAP, E. JACQMAINLAAN 156 BUS 7,
B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-553.82.11, FAX +32-2-553.82.05,
E-MAIL : edgard.goedleven@vlaanderen.be

GOEDLEVEN - DE RIDDER Veerle
HANOSSET Yves
CONSULTANT, RUE JEAN-BAPTISTE STOUFFS 43, B - 1332 GENVAL, TEL. +32-2653.81.28, FAX +32-2-653.81.28, E-MAIL : yv.h@Writeme.com

HERMAN Ariane
ATTACHÉE AU CABINET DU MINISTRE-PRÉSIDENT DE LA RÉGION DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE,
RUE DUCALE 7-9, B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-506.32.34, FAX +32-2-514.40.22
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HEYMANS Vincent
HISTORIEN DE L’ART À LA CELLULE PATRIMOINE HISTORIQUE DE LA VILLE DE
BRUXELLES, PROFESSEUR À L’UNIVERSITÉ LIBRE DE BRUXELLES, AVENUE DU ROI
SOLDAT 8, B - 1070 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-279.30.11, FAX +32-2-279.31.28

HEYNOLD - KAPLAN Valentina
INTERPRÈTE, AVENUE DE L’ORÉE 15, B -1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-640.77.13

HOUDET Chantal
ATTACHÉE AUX AFFAIRES EUROPÉENNES À LA DÉLÉGATION GÉNÉRALE DU QUÉBEC,
AVENUE DES ARTS 46, B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-512.00.36,
FAX +32-2-514.26.41, E-MAIL : chantal.houdet@mri.gouv.qc.ca

HUHN Esther
INTERPRÈTE, RUE DES PÈRES BLANCS 51, B -1040 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-732.77.54, FAX +32-2-734.91.29

HUT André
JOURNALIST-ANIMATEUR, CTL - CULTURE, TOURISME, LOISIRS, BOÎTE POSTALE 1334,
B - 1000 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-218.33.32, FAX +32-2-218.33.32

HUTEAU Isabelle
COLLABORATRICE DE PROGRAMME À LA FONDATION ROI BAUDOUIN BUREAU DE COORDINATION DES JEP, RUE BREDERODE 21, B - 1000 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-549.02.76, FAX +32-2-512.00.35, E-MAIL : jep.ehd@kbs-frb.be

JACOBS Mariëtte
ADJUNCT-ADVISEUR BIJ DE PROVINCIALE DIENST VOOR CULTUUR VAN DE PROVINCIE
WEST-VLAANDEREN, PROVINCIEHUIS BOEVERBOS, KONING LEOPOLD III-LAAN 41,
B - 8200 BRUGGE

JACQMIN Yves
HISTORIEN DE L’ART AU SERVICE DES MONUMENTS ET DES SITES DU MINISTÈRE
DE LA RÉGION DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE -C.C.N., RUE DU PROGRÈS 80 BTE 1,
B - 1030 BRUXELLES

JORIS Freddy
CHEF DE CABINET ADJOINT AU CABINET
DU MINISTRE-PRÉSIDENT DU GOUVERNEMENT WALLON,
RUE MAZY 25-27, B - 5100 JAMBES, TEL. +32-81-33.14.57, FAX +32-81-33.14.56

JURDANT Eric
DIRECTEUR DU COMMISSARIAT GÉNÉRAL AU TOURISME WALLON,
PLACE DE LA WALLONIE 1 B3, B - 5100 JAMBES,
TEL. +32-81-33.40.23, FAX +32-81-33.40.33, E-MAIL : eric.jurdant@skynet.be

JURDANT Claude
KITSOS Nondas
RESTORATION ENGINEER, YORK UNIVERSITY, DORP 31-33, B - 2980 ZOERSEL,
TEL. +32-3-309.46.30, FAX +32-3-309.46.30, E-MAIL : elfi.hermans@village.uunet.be

KIVELA Risto
COUNSELLOR OF THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATION OF FINLAND
TO THE EUROPEAN UNION, RUE DE TRÈVES 100, B - 1040 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-287.86.54, FAX +32-2-287.86.83, E-MAIL : risto.kivela@formin.fi

KNOPS Guido
VOORZITTER VAN DE STUURGROEP OPEN MONUMENTENDAG VLAANDEREN EN
DIRECTEUR BIJ DE KONING BOUDEWIJNSTICHTING, BREDERODESTRAAT 21,
B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-549.02.14, FAX +32-2-512.00.35,
E-MAIL : jep.ehd@kbs-frb.be

LACROIX Geneviève
JOURNALISTE INDÉPENDANTE, CHEMIN DAMOISEAU 2, B - 1341 CÉROUX-MOUSTY,
TEL. +32-2-649.02.21, FAX +32-2-649.02.21

LACROIX Jean
ARCHITECTE, RUE JOSEPH STALLAERT 19, B - 1050 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-344.57.75, FAX +32-2-344.57.75

LAMBERT Cécile
HISTORIENNE DE L’ART À LA CELLULE PATRIMOINE HISTORIQUE DE LA VILLE
DE BRUXELLES, RUE GOFFART 18, B - 1050 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-279.31.56, FAX +32-2-279.31.28

LAOUREUX Denis
HISTORIEN DE L’ART À LA CELLULE PATRIMOINE HISTORIQUE DE LA VILLE DE
BRUXELLES, RUE GOFFART 18, B - 1050 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-279.31.56,
FAX +32-2-279.31.28

LEGRAND Manu
CULTURA EUROPA ASBL, RUE DE LA PÉPINIÈRE 21, B -5000 NAMUR,
TEL. +32-81-22.41.79, FAX +32-81-22.00.80

LEMAIRE - THOMAS Marie-Louise
CONSEILLER GÉNÉRAL DE L’ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA PRESSE PÉRIODIQUE O.M.P.P., RUE SPRUYT 10, B - 1090 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-427.76.55,
FAX +32-2-427.76.55

MARCHAND-LONG Christine
INTERPRÈTE, RUE REMBRANDT 21, B -1000 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-733.41.34, FAX +32-2-733.41.34

MEUNIER Pauline
ASSOCIATION POUR LA PROMOTION TOURISTIQUE ET CULTURELLE DE L’ABBAYE
DE VILLERS-LA-VILLE - APTCV, FERME DE L’ABBAYE, B - 1495 VILLERS-LA-VILLE,
TEL. +32-71-87.88.62, FAX +32-71-87.65.02, E-MAIL : APTCV@gate71.be

MIGOM Serge
COÖRDINATOR BIJ HET PROVINCIAAL CENTRUM VOOR CULTUREEL ERFGOED VAN
DE PROVINCIE LIMBURG, KASTEEL RIJKEL, DIONYSUS VAN LEEUWENSTRAAT 23,
B - 3840 BORGLOON, TEL. +32-11-69.11.88, FAX +32-11-69.14.59,
E-MAIL : pcce@limburg.be
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MINNECRE - PRIOR Marjolyn
TOLK, HENDRIK PLACESTRAAT 40, B -1702 GROOT-BIJGAARDEN,
TEL. +32-2-734.91.29, FAX +32-2-734.83.02

MOUTURY Sarah
HISTORIENNE DE L’ART À LA CELLULE PATRIMOINE HISTORIQUE DE LA VILLE DE
BRUXELLES, RUE BOSQUET 52, B - 1060 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-279.30.15,
FAX +32-2-279.31.28, E-MAIL : sarah.moutury@skynet.be

NEISSE Judith
GÉRANT MEDIANA, AVENUE VICTOR-EMMANUEL III 83, B - 1180 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-340.67.53, FAX +32-2-340.67.54 & 374.21.08,
E-MAIL : mediana@infonie.be

PANIER Christian
DIRECTEUR À LA FONDATION ROI BAUDOUIN, RUE BREDERODE 21, B - 1000 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-549.02.21, FAX +32-2-512.00.35

PICQUÉ Charles
MINISTRE-PRÉSIDENT DU GOUVERNEMENT DE LA RÉGION DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE,
RUE DUCALE 7-9, B -1000 BRUXELLES

PLUMIER Nicole
COORDINATRICE DES JOURNÉES DU PATRIMOINE EN WALLONIE ET ATTACHÉE
À LA DIVISION DU PATRIMOINE DU MINISTÈRE DE LA RÉGION WALLONNE DGATLP, RUE DES BRIGADES D’IRLANDE 1, B - 5100 JAMBES, TEL. +32-81-33.23.84,
FAX +32-81-33.23.82, E-MAIL : N.PLUMIER@mrw.wallonie.be

POTY Vony
ASSISTANTE PRINCIPALE AU MINISTÈRE DE LA RÉGION WALLONNE,
RUE DES BRIGADES D’IRLANDE 1, B - 5100 JAMBES,
TEL. +32-81-33.23.96, FAX +32-81-33.23.82

QUINTART Anne
COLLABORATRICE SCIENTIFIQUE AU MUSÉE DUCAL DE BOUILLON, RUE DU PETIT 1-3,
B - 6830 BOUILLON, TEL. +32-61-46.69.56, FAX +32-61-46.84.64

ROMBOUTS Jo
BESTUURSSECRETARIS CULTUREEL ERFGOED BIJ DE PROVINCIE VLAAMS-BRABANT,
DIESTSESTEENWEG 52, B - 3010 LEUVEN, TEL. +32-16-26.76.31,
FAX +32-16-26.76.76, E-MAIL : jrombout@vl-brabant.be

SALLE Philippe
ARCHITECTE, AVENUE MONGOLFIER 47, B - 1150 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-779.27.68

SALLE Georgia

SELFSLAGH Bénédicte
CONSULTANTE POUR LES AFFAIRES INTERNATIONALES À LA DIVISION DU PATRIMOINE
DE LA RÉGION WALLONNE, VICE-PRÉSIDENTE DU CC-PAT, RUE D’AUMALE 12-14,
F - 75009 PARIS, TEL. +33-1-42.82.98.92, FAX +33-1-42.80.98.33,
E-MAIL : benedicte.selfslagh@wanadoo.fr

SENESAEL Daniel
ATTACHÉ AU CABINET DU MINISTRE-PRÉSIDENT DU GOUVERNEMENT WALLON,
RUE MAZY 25-27, B - 5100 JAMBES, TEL. +32-81-33.14.43, FAX +32-81-33.14.56

SIMEONE Gian Giuseppe
CONSULTANT ET HISTORIEN DE L’ART, ELIZABETHLAAN 4, B - 3080 TERVUREN,
TEL. +32-2-767.10.22, FAX +32-2-767.10.22,
E-MAIL : gian.giuseppe.simeone@skynet.be

SPAPENS Christian
MEMBRE DU COMITÉ SCIENTIFIQUE DES JOURNÉES DU PATRIMOINE EN RÉGION
DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE, CHAUSSÉE D’ALSEMBERG 647, B - 1180 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-345.31.84, FAX +32-2-345.31.84

TASSIN Désiré
ADMINISTRATEUR À L’ASSOCIATION ROYALE DES DEMEURES HISTORIQUES
DE BELGIQUE, AVENUE CORDIER 34, B - 1160 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-673.94.92,
FAX +32-2-673.94.92

TAYART de BORMS Luc
AFGEVAARDIGD BEHEERDER VAN DE KONING BOUDEWIJNSTICHTING,
BREDERODESTRAAT 21, B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-549.02.05,
FAX +32-2-549.03.13, E-MAIL : tayart.l@kbs-frb.be

THIÉRY Philippe
DIRECTEUR DU SERVICE DES MONUMENTS ET DES SITES DU MINISTÈRE DE
LA RÉGION DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE, CCN (7E ÉTAGE), RUE DU PROGRÈS 80/1,
B - 1030 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-204.24.49 & 204.21.11, FAX +32-2-204.15.22,
E-MAIL : pthiery@mrbc.irisnet.be

TIJSKENS Els
PROJECTCOÖRDINATOR VAN DE OPEN MONUMENTENDAG VLAANDEREN,
BREDERODESTRAAT 21, B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-549.02.48,
FAX +32-2-512.00.35, E-MAIL : omd@kbs-frb.be

VAN AERSCHOT - VAN HAEVERBEECK Suzanne
ADJUNCT VAN DE DIRECTEUR BIJ DE AFDELING MONUMENTEN EN LANDSCHAPPEN
VAN HET MINISTERIE VAN DE VLAAMSE GEMEENSCHAP, GROOT BEGIJNHOF 18,
B - 3000 LEUVEN, TEL. +32-16-22.03.00, FAX +32-16-23.66.33,
E-MAIL : SUZANNE.VANHAEVERBEECK@LIN.VLAANDEREN.BE

AVENUE MONGOLFIER 47, B - 1150 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-779.27.68

SANTINELLI Sauro
CULTURA EUROPA ASBL, RUE DE LA PÉPINIÈRE 21, B - 5000 NAMUR,
TEL. +32-81-22.41.79, FAX +32-81-22.00.80

VAN ALSENOY Jan
SOCIOLOOG EN ONDERVOORZITTER VAN ANTWERPEN AVERECHTS VZW,
RUDOLFSTRAAT 37, B - 2018 ANTWERPEN, TEL. +32-3-237.08.04,
FAX +32-3-237.75.39, E-MAIL : jan.vanalsenoy@skynet.be
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VAN BEVER Andrée
PREMIÈRE ATTACHÉE AU PATRIMOINE CULTUREL DU MINISTÈRE DE LA COMMUNAUTÉ
FRANÇAISE, AVENUE DES FRÈRES LEGRAIN 57, B - 1150 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-733.81.00, FAX +32-2-413.20.07

VAN DER HEYDEN Emmanuel
HISTORIEN DE L’ART - ARCHÉOLOGUE, MEMBRE DE LA COMMISSION PROVINCIALE
DES MONUMENTS, SITES ET FOUILLES - C.P.M.S.F - LIÈGE, RUE LOUVREX 63,
B - 4000 LIÈGE, TEL. +32-87-34.10.82 OU 04-232.18.04, FAX +32-87-35.46.60

VAN DROOGENBROECK Willem
MEDEWERKER BIJ HET DEPARTEMENT LEEFMILIEU EN INFRASTRUCTUUR VAN
HET MINISTERIE VAN DE VLAAMSE GEMEENSCHAP, HENRY DUNANTLAAN 36/26,
B - 1140 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-705.36.15

VAN SCHOORS Paul
ALGEMEEN COÖRDINATOR VAN DE VLAAMSE CONTACTCOMMISSIE MONUMENTENZORG
VZW - VCM, EIKSTRAAT 27, B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-549.07.32,
FAX +32-2-502.43.30

VANDENABEELE Joke
WETENSCHAPPELIJK MEDEWERKER BIJ DE ONDERZOEKSGROEP MILIEU, MAATSCHAPPIJ
EN EDUCATIE - FACULTEIT PSYCHOLOGIE EN PEDAGOGISCHE WETENSCHAPPEN VAN
DE K.U. LEUVEN, VESALIUSSTRAAT 2, B - 3000 LEUVEN, TEL. +32-16-32.47.44,
FAX +32-16-32.62.11, E-MAIL : joke.vandenabeele@ped.kuleuven.ac.be

WILLEMSENS Dominique
FORMATRICE À L’ASBL PATRIMOINE À ROULETTES, DRÈVE DU TUMULUS 29,
B - 1495 VILLERS-LA-VILLE,
TEL. +32-71-87.43.59 OU 32-2-286.95.72, FAX +32-71-87.43.59

ZUCCA Aurélie
ETUDIANTE

ZWAENEPOEL Dirk
COÖRDINATOR BIJ HET DEPARTEMENT LEEFMILIEU EN INFRASTRUCTUUR VAN
HET MINISTERIE VAN DE VLAAMSE GEMEENSCHAP, E. JACQMAINLAAN 156/2,
B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-553.71.19, FAX +32-2-553.71.08,
E-MAIL : dirkio.zwaenepoel@lin.vlaanderen.be

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
MAGLAJLIC Sanja
MINISTÈRE DE L’EDUCATION, DES SCIENCES, DE LA CULTURE ET DU SPORT

BULGARIA
KRESTEV Todor
PRÉSIDENT D’ICOMOS BULGARIE, PL. SLAVEYKOV 11, BG - 1000 SOFIA,
TEL. +359-2-980.56.56, FAX +359-2-980.60.50, E-MAIL : icomos@mail.cyberlink.bg

VANDENSANDE Tinne
OPDRACHTHOUDER BIJ DE KONING BOUDEWIJNSTICHTING, BREDERODESTRAAT 21,
B - 1000 BRUSSEL, TEL. +32-2-549.02.79, FAX +32-2-512.00.35

VANDER BRUGGHEN Brigitte
COORDINATRICE DES JOURNÉES DU PATRIMOINE EN RÉGION DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE SERVICE DES MONUMENTS ET SITES, CCN (7E ÉTAGE), RUE DU PROGRÈS 80/1,
B - 1030 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-204.24.49, FAX +32-2-204.15.22,
E-MAIL : bvanderbrugghen@mrbc.irisnet.be

VASSEUR Ann
MEDEWERKER SECRETARIAAT OPEN MONUMENTENDAG VLAANDEREN BIJ DE KONING
BOUDEWIJNSTICHTING, BREDERODESTRAAT 21, B - 1000 BRUSSEL,
TEL. +32-2-549.02.74, FAX +32-2-512.00.35, E-MAIL : omd@kbs-frb.be

VERMOESEN Luc
DESKUNDIGE MONUMENTENZORG BIJ HET O.C.M.W. VAN DE STAD ANTWERPEN,
BALLAERSTRAAT 35, B - 2018 ANTWERPEN, TEL. +32-3-240.07.21,
FAX +32-3-240.07.12

WASSEIGE Manoëlle
HISTORIENNE DE L’ART AU SERVICE DES MONUMENTS ET DES SITES DU MINISTÈRE DE
LA RÉGION DE BRUXELLES-CAPITALE, CCN (7E ÉTAGE), RUE DU PROGRÈS 80/1,
B - 1030 BRUXELLES, TEL. +32-2-204.24.49, FAX +32-2-204.15.22,
E-MAIL : mvasseige@mrbc.irisnet.be

CANADA
BRAULT Simon
DIRECTEUR GÉNÉRAL DE L’ECOLE NATIONALE DE THÉÂTRE DU CANADA,
RUE SAINT-DENIS 5030, MONTRÉAL (QUÉBEC) H2J 2L8, TEL. +1-514-842.79.54,
FAX +1-514-842.56.61, E-MAIL : info@ent-nts.com

SICURO Louise
DIRECTRICE GÉNÉRALE DES JOURNÉES DE LA CULTURE, COMPLEXE DES JARDINS, 1,
CASE POSTALE 7, MONTRÉAL QUÉBEC H5B 1B2, TEL. +1-514-281.22.85,
FAX +1-514-281.07.10, E-MAIL : journeesdelaculture@qc.aira.com

C R O AT I A
SIMCIC Vjekoslava
SENIOR ADVISER AT THE DIRECTORATE FOR THE PROTECTION OF CULTURAL AND
NATIONAL HERITAGE OF THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE, TRG BURZE 6,
HR - 10000 ZAGREB, TEL. +385-1-456.90.27, FAX +385-1-456.90.95,
E-MAIL : nina.obuljen@min-kulture.hr
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CZECH REPUB LIC
MATOUSKOVA Anna
PRÉSIDENTE DE L’ASSOCIATION DES CITÉES HISTORIQUES DE LA BOHÈME,
MORAVIE ET SILÈSIE, TOVAVVI 32, CZ - 26601 BEROUN,
TEL. +420-311-65.41.88, FAX +420-311-62.19.91, E-MAIL : be2@muberain.cz

VANICEK Jiri
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OF HISTORIC TOWNS OF CZECHIA,
MORAVIA AND SILEZIA, KECHLUMU 257, CZ - 39003 TABOR,
TEL. +420-361-73.21.23, FAX +420-361-89.15.09, E-MAIL : silon@silon.cz

DENMARK
ERIKSEN Per
HEAD OF OFFICE AT THE NATIONALKOMITEEN, GRIBSKOVVES 23 STU, DK - 2100
COPENHAGUE, TEL. +45-39.18.41.85, FAX +45-70.22.12.90

HOFFMEYER Henrik B.
CHAIRMAN OF THE DANISH NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR BUILT HERITAGE AND LANDSCAPE,
VIBORGVEJ 4, DK - 7500 HOLSTEBRO, TEL. +45-97-42.43.60, FAX +45-97-42.43.60,
E-MAIL : hoghf@post.tele.dk

KIRKEGAARD Jens
ARCHITECT AT THE SKOV- OG NATURSTYRELSEN, HARALDSGADE 53,
DK - 2100 KOBENHAVN, TEL. +45-39-47.24.54, E-MAIL : jki@sns.dk

OLSEN Knud
PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONALKOMITEEN, AHORNVAENGET 3, DK - 7800 SKKIVE,
TEL. +45-97-52.37.01, FAX +45-97-52.37.65

ESTONIA
TAMM Jaan
GENERAL DIRECTOR OF THE ESTONIAN BOARD OF ANTIQUITIES, UUS STREET 18,
EE - 10111 TALLINN, TEL. +372-6-411.263, FAX +372-6-411.268,
E-MAIL : tiia@muinas.ee

VANN Tiia
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY TO THE GENERAL DIRECTOR OF THE ESTONIAN CENTRAL
BOARD OF ANTIQUITIES, UUS 18, EE - 10111 TALLINN,
TEL. +372-6-41.12.67, FAX +372-6-41.12.68, E-MAIL : anton@rma.ki.ee

FINLAND
NIINIKOSKI Eero
DIRECTOR OF THE FINNISH ASSOCIATION FOR LOCAL CULTURE AND HERITAGE,
KOSKENRANTA 38, SF - 45700 KUUSANKOSKI, TEL. +358-204-15.2100, FAX +358204-15.2186, E-MAIL : EERO.NIINIKOSKI@UPM-KYMMENE.COM

SANTAHOLMA Kaija
CHIEF ARCHITECT AT THE MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT, DIVISION OF THE LAND
USE PLANNING, P.B. 380 , SF - 00131HELSINKI, TEL. +358-9-19.91.95.83,
FAX +358-9-19.91.95.88, E-MAIL : kaija.santaholma@vyh.fi

FRANCE
BESSIN Gaëlle
ETUDIANTE-STAGIAIRE AU MINISTÈRE DE LA RÉGION WALLONNE - DGATLP,
RUE DU MONT PELVOUX 22, F - 72100 LE MANS, TEL. +33-2-43.85.84.28,
E-MAIL : g.bessin@caramail.com

BLANCHARD Louis
ASSOCIATION LYONNAISE POUR LA PROMOTION DE L’ARCHÉOLOGIE
EN RHÔNES-ALPES - ALPARA, RUE ROGER-RADISSON 25, F - 69005 LYON,
TEL. +33-4-74.00.30.04, FAX +33-4-74.00.30.04

BOUTOU Bernard
RESPONSABLE DES JEP EN LORRAINE - DIRECTION RÉGIONALE DES AFFAIRES
CULTURELLES LORRAINE, PLACE DE CHAMBRE 6, F - 57045 METZ CEDEX 1,
TEL. +33-3-87.56.41.23, FAX +33-3-87-75.28.28, E-MAIL : boutou@culture.fr

CHAPPAZ Clarisse
ASSISTANTE À PATRIMOINE SANS FRONTIÈRES, 61, RUE FRANÇOIS TRUFFAUT,
F - 75012 PARIS, TEL. +33-1-40.02.05.90, FAX +33-1-40.02.05.91,
E-MAIL : INFO@PATRIMsf.ORG

CIVILISE Anne-Marie
PRÉSIDENTE DE RENAISSANCE DES CITÉS DE FRANCE, PLACE SAINT-CHRISTOLY 8,
F - 33000 BORDEAUX, TEL. +33-5-56.48.14.23, FAX +33-5-56.51.93.34,
E-MAIL : cites@quaternet.fr

CLÉMENT Michel
DIRECTEUR RÉGIONAL DES AFFAIRES CULTURELLES DES PAYS DE LA LOIRE,
RUE STANISLAS BAUDRY 1, - BP 63518 , F - 44035 NANTES CEDEX 1,
TEL. +33-2-40.14.23.00, FAX +33-2-40.14.23.01,
E-MAIL : chardron@loire.culture.fr

CSORGEI Josette
MAIRE ADJOINT DE LA VILLE DE BOURGES, RUE JACQUES RIMBAULT 11,
F - 18000 BOURGES, TEL. +33-2-48.57.80.32, FAX +33-2-48.57.82.94

DE DURFORT Béatrice
PRÉSIDENTE DE PATRIMOINE SANS FRONTIÈRES, RUE FRANÇOIS TRUFFAUT 61,
F - 75012 PARIS, TEL. +33-1-40.02.05.90, FAX +33-1-40.02.05.91,
E-MAIL : info@patrimsf.org

DELATTRE Brigitte
CHEF DU SERVICE DE LA COMMUNICATION À LA CAISSE NATIONALE DES MONUMENTS
ET DES SITES, RUE SAINT-ANTOINE 62, F - 75186 PARIS CEDEX 04,
TEL. +33-1-44.61.21.42, FAX +33-1-44.61.20.36,
E-MAIL : delattre@monuments-france.fr
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DEMOLY Audrey
YOUNG & RUBICAM, ALLÉE MAILLASSON 23, F - 92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT,
TEL. +33-1-46.84.31.05, E-MAIL : gdemoly@cybercable.fr

DRANSART Sophie
ETUDIANTE À L’UNIVERSITÉ DE PARIS PANTHÉON-SORBONNE, RUE JEANNE D’ARC 162,
F - 75013 PARIS, TEL. +33-1-55.43.96.34, FAX +33-1-40.77.19.86,
E-MAIL : sophie.dransart@univ-paris1.fr

DROCOURT Daniel
DIRECTEUR DE L’ATELIER DU PATRIMOINE DE LA VILLE DE MARSEILLE,
10 SQUARE TER BELSUNCE, F - 13001 MARSEILLE,
TEL. +33-4-91.90.78.74, FAX +33-4-91.56.14.61

EDELMANN Frédéric
JOURNALISTE AU QUOTIDIEN LE MONDE, RUE CLAUDE BERNARD 21, F - 75242 PARIS,
TEL. +33-1-42.17.20.00, FAX +33-1-42.17.21.06, E-MAIL : edelmann@lemonde.fr

GRADIS Bernadette
LUNDI DU PATRIMOINE, RUE JEAN GOUJON 23, F - 75008 PARIS,
TEL. +33-1-42.89.30.60, FAX +33-1-42.89.30.70

KNEUBÜHLER Michel
DIRECTION RÉGIONALE DES AFFAIRES CULTURELLES RHÔNE-ALPES,
LE GRENIER D’ABONDANCE - QUAI SAINT-VINCENT 6, F - 69283 LYON CEDEX 01,
TEL. +33-4-72.00.44.49, FAX +33-4-72.00.43.30,
E-MAIL : kneubuhler@culture.fr

LUDWIG Gunther
CONSULTANT EN PATRIMOINE, RUE MANIN 20, F - 75019 PARIS,
TEL. +33-1-53.19.09.04

MULLER François
CHEF DE LA MISSION DE LA COMMUNICATION, DIRECTION DU PATRIMOINE ET
DE L’ARCHITECTURE DU MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE ET DE LA COMMUNICATION,
RUE DE VALOIS 3, F - 75042 PARIS CEDEX 01, TEL. +33-1-40.15.80.00,
FAX +33-1-40.15.80.48, E-MAIL : epicard@valois2.culture.fr

PEDELABORDE Fabien
ARCHITECTE - CONSULTANT POUR RENAISSANCE DES CITÉS, PLACE SAINT-CHRISTOLY 8,
F - 33000 BORDEAUX, TEL. +33-5-56.48.14.23, FAX +33-5-56.51.93.34

PONDAVEN Philippe
MAIRE DE BORDEAUX - MEMBRE DU CONSEIL D’ADMINISTRATION DE RENAISSANCE
DES CITÉS DE FRANCE, PLACE SAINT-CHRISTOLY 8, F - 33000 BORDEAUX,
TEL. +33-5-56.48.14.23

ROCHE Valérie
CONSULTANTE AU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE, RUE SAINT-JACQUES 171, F - 75005 PARIS,
TEL. +33-1-56.24.91.61, FAX +33-1-48.75.40.95

STIEVENARD - BILLERE Brigitte
RESPONSABLE DU SERVICE DU PATRIMOINE DE LA VILLE DE BOURGES,
RUE JACQUES RIMBAULT 11, F - 18014 BOURGES CEDEX,
TEL. +33-2-48.57.81.46, FAX +32-2-48.23.02.69

SZTEINSZNAIDER Corinne
CHARGÉE DE PROJETS À PATRIMOINE SANS FRONTIÈRES, RUE FRANÇOIS 61,
TRUFFAUT F - 75012 PARIS, FAX +33-1-40.02.05.90, E-MAIL : info@patrimsf.org

TOUCHET Frédéric
DIRECTEUR DES EDITIONS DU MOUTARD, AVENUE JEAN MERMOZ 47 – BP 8483,
F - 69359 LYON CEDEX 08, TEL. +33-4-78.00.32.34, FAX +33-4-78.01.07.98

TSIOMIS Yannis
PROFESSEUR - ARCHITECTE À L’ATELIER YANNIS TSIOMIS ARCHITECTURE,
RUE DU PONT AUX 17, CHOUX, F - 75003 PARIS,
TEL. +33-1-48.04.39.99, FAX +33-1-48.04.39.98, E-MAIL : tsiomis@worldnet.fr

VEGLIANTE Gianfranca
CHARGÉE DE LA VALORISATION DU PATRIMOINE À LA DIRECTION RÉGIONALE DES
AFFAIRES CULTURELLES DE FRANCHE COMTÉ, RUE CHARLES NODIER 7,
F - 25043 BESANCON CEDEX, TEL. +33-3-81.65.72.00, FAX +33-3-81.65.72.72,
E-MAIL : gianfranca.vegliante@culture.fr

GEORGIA
TOGONIDZE David
DEPUTY HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE AT THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS, CHITADZE STR. 4, GE - 380018 TBILISI, TEL. +995-32-98.93.41,
FAX +995-32-99.72.49, E-MAIL : dtogonidze@hotmail.com

GERMANY
BEYER - ROTTHOFF Brigitte
PR MANAGER AT THE LANDSCHAFTSVERBAND RHEINLAND RHEINISCHES AMT FÜR BODENDENKMALPFLEGE , ENDENICHER STR. 133,
D - 53115 BONN, TEL. +49-228-98.34.171, FAX +49-228-60.46.53.07

HILGER Hanna
PROJECT MANAGER AT THE DEUTSCHE STIFTUNG DENKMALSCHUTZ, KOBLENZER
STRAßE 75, D - 53177 BONN, TEL. +49-228-95.74.878, FAX +49-228-95.74.880,
E-MAIL : dsd.witt@t-online.de & info@denkmalschutz.de

KÜHN Heike
PROJECT ASSISTANT AT THE DEUTSCHE STIFTUNG DENKMALSCHUTZ, KOBLENZER
STRAßE 75, D - 53177 BONN, TEL. +49-228-95.74.819, FAX +49-228-95.74.880
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GREECE
EVGENIDOU Despina
DIRECTEUR DU DÉPARTEMENT DES MUSÉES BYZANTINS AU MINISTÈRE DE LA
CULTURE, BOUBOULINAS 20-22, GR - 10682 ATHINAI, TEL. +30-1-820.14.20,
FAX +30-1-820.11.86, E-MAIL : protocol@dbmm.culture.g

BOSCHI Ruggero
INSPECTEUR AU MINISTÈRE DES BIENS ET DES ACTIVITÉS CULTURELS,
BRESCIA-CREMONA-MANTOVA, VIA GERIO CALINI 26, I - 25126 BRESCIA,
TEL. +39-030-377.27.55, FAX +39-030-29.65.94

FORESTA Laura
FONCTIONNAIRE AU MINISTÈRE DES BIENS ET DES ACTIVITÉS CULTURELS, VIA DI SAN
MICHELE 22, I - 00153 ROMA, TEL. +39-06-5843.23.58 & 56, FAX +39-06-5843.23.44

H U N G A RY
CSEREPES Tibor
DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR OF THE TREASURY PROPERTY DIRECTORATE, ZOLTAN U. 16,
H - 1054 BUDAPEST, TEL. +36-1-311.08.27, FAX +36-1-353.11.35,
E-MAIL : kvjvsz@kincsvig.datanet.hu

KISS Dora
PRODUCT MANAGER OF THE HUNGARIAN NATIONAL TOURIST OFFICE, MARGIT KRT. 85,
H - 1024 BUDAPEST, TEL. +36-1-356.44.19, FAX +36-1-356.53.37,
E-MAIL : kiss@hungarytourism.hu

RACZ Jolan
COORDINATOR OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AT THE NATIONAL BOARD FOR THE
PROTECTION OF HISTORIC MONUMENTS, TANCSICS M.U. 1, H - 1014 BUDAPEST,
TEL. +36-1-212.76.13, FAX +36-1-212.76.14

VUKOV Konstantin
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT AT THE MINISTRY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE, SZALAY UTCA 10-14,
H - 1055 BUDAPEST, TEL. +36-1-332.67.27, FAX +36-1-331.25.27

IRELAND
GRADY Anne
EDUCATION AND MARKETING OFFICER AT THE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS, HERITAGE,
GAELTACHT AND THE ISLANDS, ST-STEPHEN’S GREEN 51, IRL - DUBLIN 2,
TEL. +353-1-661.31.11 EXT. 23 34, FAX +353-1-661.67.64, E-MAIL : visits@indigo.ie

I TA LY
ALBEROTANZA Roberta
CHARGÉE DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE AUPRÈS DU MINISTÈRE DES BIENS ET
DES ACTIVITÉS CULTURELS, A DEL COLLEGIO ROMANO 27, I - 00186 ROMA,
TEL. +39-06-672.32.65, FAX +39-06-679.04.26

BENNATI LENER Rosella
CHEF DU SECRÉTARIAT DU MINISTÈRE DES BIENS ET DES ACTIVITÉS CULTURELS,
RESPONSABLE DE LA SEMAINE DES BIENS CULTURELS, VIA DEL COLLEGIO - ROMANO 27,
I - 00186 ROMA, TEL. +39-06-672.32.81, FAX +39-06-678.47.49

FOSSON Anna
DIRECTION DES RAPPORTS INSTITUTIONNELS, RÉGION AUTONOME DE LA VALLÉE
D’AOSTE, PLACE DEFFEYES 1, I - 11100 AOSTE, TEL. +39-1-65-27.38.31,
FAX +39-1-65-27.38.16

RONC Cristina
RÉGION AUTONOME DE LA VALLÉE D’AOSTE, PRÉSIDENCE DU GOUVERNEMENT,
DIRECTION DES RAPPORTS INSTITUTIONNELS, PLACE DEFFEYES 1, I - 11100 AOSTE,
TEL. +39-1-65.27.34.12, FAX +39-1-65.27.38.16

JORDAN
QUSOUS Wafa
DIRECTOR OF THE CHILDREN CULTURAL DEPARTMENT AT THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE,
GARDENS STREET P.O. BOX 61.40 , 11191 AMMAN,
TEL. +962-6-562.46.52 & 534.32.38, FAX +962-6-569.65.98

L AT V I A
DAMBIS Juris
HEAD OF THE STATE INSPECTION FOR HERITAGE PROTECTION, M. PILS IELA 19,
LV - 1050 RIGA, TEL. +371-7-22.92.72 & 22.94.00 & 21.37.57,
FAX +371-7-22.88.08, E-MAIL : wkpai@parks.lv & vkpai@latnet.lv

LITHUANIA
JOMANTAS Alfredas
CHEF DU SERVICE DES RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES DU DÉPARTEMENT DE LA
PROTECTION DU PATRIMOINE CULTUREL AU MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE, SNIPISKIU 3,
LT - 2000 VILNIUS, TEL. +370-987-47.72 (MOBILE) & 370-2-72.40.84 (ALSO FAX)
FAX +370-2-72.40.58, E-MAIL : centras@heritage.lt

LUXEMBOURG
FRESSON Alix
CHARGÉE DE MISSION À L’INSTITUT EUROPÉEN DES ITINÉRAIRES CULTURELS,
TOUR JACOB PLATEAU DU RHAM , L - 2427 LUXEMBOURG,
TEL. +352-24.12.50, FAX +352-24.11.76, E-MAIL : institut@culture-routes.lu
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LANGINI Alex
CONSERVATEUR DU SERVICE DES SITES ET MONUMENTS NATIONAUX, RUE MÜNSTER 26,
L - 2160 LUXEMBOURG, TEL. +352-478.66.50 & 66, FAX +352-46.17.79,
E-MAIL : gdockend@pop2.restena.lu

MONACO
MAGAIL Corinne
ADMINISTRATEUR À LA DIRECTION DES AFFAIRES CULTURELLES DE LA PRINCIPAUTÉ
DE MONACO, WINTER PALACE, BOULEVARD DES MOULINS 4, MC - 98000 MONACO,
TEL. +37-7-93.15.83.02 & 93.15.85.15 , FAX +37-7-93.50.66.94,
E-MAIL : cmagail@gouv.mc

MOROCCO
SKOUNTI Ahmed
CHARGÉ DE RECHERCHE À LA DIRECTION DU PATRIMOINE CULTUREL DU MINISTÈRE
DES AFFAIRES CULTURELLES, RUE MICHLIFEN 17, M - 10 000 AGCDAL / RABET,
TEL. +212-7-67.13.81, FAX +212-7-67.13.97

THE NETHERLANDS
den HARTIGH Edith
PROJECTLEIDER BIJ DE STICHTING OPEN MONUMENTENDAG, ERFGOEDHUIS
HERENGRACHT 474, NL - 1017 CA AMSTERDAM,
TEL. +31-20-422.21.18, FAX +31-20-422.28.69, E-MAIL : omd@erfgoedhuis.nl

van BREDERODE Emil R.
VOORZITTER VAN DE STICHTING OPEN MONUMENTENDAG, ERFGOEDHUIS,
HERENGRACHT 474, NL - 1017 CA AMSTERDAM, TEL. +31-20-422.21.18,
FAX +31-20-422.28.69, E-MAIL : omd@erfgoedhuis.nl & ncm@erfgoedhuis.nl

N O R WAY
ERIKSEN Heidi
HEAD OF SECTION AT THE DIRECTORATE FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE, DRONNINGENSGT.
13 PO-BOX 8196 DEP, N - 0034 OSLO, TEL. +47-22-94.05.63, FAX +47-22-94.04.04,
E-MAIL : heidi.eriksen@ra.dep.no

MYKLEBUST Dag
SENIOR ADVISER ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AT THE DIRECTORATE FOR CULTURAL
HERITAGE - RIKSANTKVAREN, P.O.BOX 8196 DEP. , N - 0034 OSLO,
TEL. +47-22-94.04.00, FAX +47-22-94.04.04, E-MAIL : dag.myklebust@ra.dep.no

POLAND
FOKT-WILLMANN Malgorzata
CHARGÉE DES RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES, DIRECTION GÉNÉRALE DU PATRIMOINE,
UL. KSAWERÓN 13, PL - 02-656 VARSOVIE,
TEL. +48-22-48.13.19, FAX +48-22-48.53.53

SZMYGIN Boguskaw
DOCTOR AND TUTOR AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF LUBLIN, URZEDOWSKA 142,
PL - 20-727 LUBLIN, TEL. +48-81-526.29.29, FAX +48-81-534.62.37

P O RT U G A L
PAES Maria da Conceicao
CHEF DE DIVISION À L’INSTITUT DU PATRIMOINE,
PALÀCIO NACIONAL DA AJUDA , P - 1300 LISBOA,
TEL. +351-1-364.78.20 (DIRECT) & +351-1-364.90.79, FAX +351-1-363.70.47

ROMANIA
FULICEA Yvette
ADVISOR TO THE MINISTER OF CULTURE, PIATA PRESEI LIBERE 1,
R - 71341 BUCURESTI, TEL. +40-1-222.71.47, FAX +40-1-223.28.09

KISILEWICZ Victor Dan
INSPECTEUR DES MONUMENTS HISTORIQUES À LA DIRECTION DES MONUMENTS
HISTORIQUES DU MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE, PIATA PRESEI LIBERE 1,
R - 74341 BUCURESTI, TEL. +40-1-224.28.89, FAX +40-1-224.28.89,
E-MAIL : vdk@cimec.ro & dan@cimec.sfos.ro

RUSSIA N FEDERATI ON
IVANNIKOVA Raïssa
SPÉCIALISTE PRINCIPALE À L’ADMINISTRATION POUR LA PROTECTION DU
PATRIMOINE CULTUREL AU MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE, KITAYGORODSKY PROEZD 7,
RU - 103693 MOSCOW, TEL. +7-95-923.93, FAX +7-95-928.49.25

TABAKOV Mikhaïl Ivanovitch
DIRECTEUR DU MUSÉE DE L’ANCIENNE SAREPTA, VOLGOGRAD, RUE VYNOGRADNAIA 6,
RU - 400026 VOLGOGRAD, TEL. +7-8442-67.02.80, FAX +7-8442-69.16.11

SA N MARINO
BENEDETTINI Antonella
CONSEILLÈRE AUPRÈS DE LA MISSION PERMANENTE DE SAINT MARIN,
AVENUE FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT 62, 1050 BRUXELLES,
TEL. +32-2-644.22.24, FAX 32-2-644.20.57
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S L O VA K I A
KILIAN Jaroslav
SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR OF ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION STUDIES AT
THE ACADEMIA ISTROPOLITANA NOVA, PROSTREDNA 13, SK - 900 21 SVATY JUR,
TEL. +421-7-44970452, FAX +421-7-44970455, E-MAIL : kilian@netra.ainova.sk

LIPTAY Jaroslav
ARCHITECT AT THE SECTION OF LANDSCAPE AND MONUMENTS OF
THE MINISTRY OF CULTURE, DOBROVICOVA 12, SK - 813 31 BRATISLAVA,
TEL. +421-7-592.664.68, FAX +421-7-592.664.75,
E-MAIL : jesek@mksr.sanet.sk & snm@snm.sk (National Museum)

SLOVENIA
BATIC Jerneja
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE CULTURAL HERITAGE OFFICE AT THE MINISTRY OF
CULTURE, PLEONIKOV TRG 2, SLO - 1000 LJUBLJANA, TEL. +38-661-126.13.21
& 125.94.67, FAX +38-661-125.94.51, E-MAIL : jerneja.batic@gov.sl

S PA I N
MACH i BOSCH Esteve
DIRECTEUR DU BUREAU DE GESTION DES MONUMENTS, DIRECTION GÉNÉRALE DU
PATRIMOINE CULTUREL DU DÉPARTEMENT DE LA CULTURE, PALAU MOJA,
CARRER PORTAFERRISA 1, E - 08002 BARCELONA, TEL. +34-93-316.27.43,
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